EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Department of Horticulture (DoH), Government of Karnataka is entrusted with
the responsibility of overall development of Horticulture in the State. With ever increasing
population and decreasing availability of arable land for cultivation of horticulture crops the
department has focussed its thrust areas to enhance productivity, quality to ensure higher
generation of income for farmers. In this direction the Department of Horticulture considered
protected cultivation, precision farming as thrust areas for comprehensive development of
horticulture. With these objectives in view the department implemented two schemes namely
National Horticulture Mission (NHM) and Rashtreeya Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY) that
provided an investment incentives at 50 per cent of the cost of protected structures including
drip irrigation system as per the norms to promote hitech cultivation under protected
structures. These schemes also intend to ensure that the farmers are enabled to adopt capital
intensive technologies, acquire skills of Good Agriculture Practices(GAP) to cultivate,
preferably exotic crops with an ability to control elements within the micro-climate of
structures.
The Department of Horticulture desired to evaluate the above two schemes in the
study period in order to ascertain if the objectives of the schemes were met with an intention
to refine the scheme for the benefit of the state and farming community and also to get a
feedback from the field. This study was entrusted to the Institution of Agricultural
Technologists, (IAT), Bangalore to study and suggest the suitable mid-course correction along
with short, medium and long term recommendations to make the scheme more effective.
Complying with the Terms of Reference (ToR) and approved inception report 27
samples each from NHM and RKVY scheme were randomly selected from the 18 districts
wherein these two schemes were implemented during study period. The ToR indicated the
number of beneficiaries under RKVY as 148 and 48 respectively for the year 2012-13 and
2013-14. The number of beneficiaries of NHM scheme was not indicated.

However, on

concerted and sustained effort of Institution of Agricultural Technologists (IAT), the
beneficiary list was collected and the total number of beneficiaries were arrived at 905 and
243 under NHM and RKVY schemes respectively. A sample size of 27 each for NHM and
RKVY schemes as approved in the inception report was randomly drawn and the study was
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undertaken by the collection of relevant information thorough pre-tested questionnaire.
Likewise, information was also obtained from the private entrepreneurs who have established
protected cultivation structures without availing Government assistance, for comparison. The
information on the implementation of the schemes were also obtained from the office of the
DoH through personal interactions.
The study indicated that the objectives of the scheme were accomplished to a large
extent, especially in motivating the farmers towards cultivation of exotic flowers and
vegetables under protected cultivation. The scheme promoted the exposure of farmers to
hitech cultivation aspects and spurred them to learn and adopt new technologies.
The study clearly revealed that the first-generation units errected under NHM scheme
as they were of a smaller size and uneconomical. These structures suffered a higher degree of
structural damage as they were relatively inferior to structures constructed as per the RKVY
specifications. The study also indicated there is a scope to review and revise eligibility
criteria for selection of beneficiaries as well as the design and cost of structures keeping in
view the agro-climatic conditions in mind to ensure efficient use of resources and
accomplishment of the objectives.
Precision farming techniques of drip irrigation and fertigation which were integral part
of the two schemes were understood and adopted by farmers. While, Integrated Nutrient
Management (INM) and Integrated Pest Management (IPM) systems have not been adopted to
a desired level and are limited to self- learning process.
A comparison of these two schemes with the initiatives of farmers who have adopted
protected cultivation without any financial support from the Government indicated that they
have focused more on larger structures, sourcing cost effective materials, mostly second hand
materials and cultivation of commercially viable exotic crops like Gerbera, Rose and
Carnations as cut flowers and coloured Capsicums, English Cucumbers, Tomatoes and seed
production. However, it is interesting to note that the cost of structures were comparatively
lower over the scheme structures.
The study brought out that the preference for the type of protected structures mainly
dependent on its location, economic factors, especially the risk bearing ability of farmers and
the capacity to mobilize capital and the availability of market. In southern agroclimatic zones
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preferred Naturally Ventilated Polyhouse structures, while northern agro-climatic zones
preferred shadenet structures.
It is also observed that there were noticeable shortcoming in both the schemes in
respect of capacity building efforts, particularly in the pre-development stage. Preparing
farmers in technical aspects of structures, complete protocol for cultivation of exotic crops,
post development linkages to technical consultants (not structural consultants) is essential and
need of the hour. Water and power supply were the two critical factors found to impact the
financial viability and the continuity of the project itself.
Since, the area under protected cultivation is expected to increase appreciably in the
coming years, there is an immediate need to standardize the design specifications of the
protected structures with cost. It would be desirable, if prestigious and concerned institutions
like Indian Institute of Science (IISc) or Indian Institute of Technology (IIT) and the
University of Agricultural Sciences, at Bangalore/ Dharwad and Raichur are entrusted to
develop standards of structures in each of the agro-climatic zones. The study reveals that at
small and marginal farmers level, the unit size is irrelevant, as long as farmer is able to find a
suitable crop production and marketing. Introduction of special structures like low cost
tunnels for introduction in vegetable seed producing districts of Haveri, Koppal,
Chikkaballapura districts

and for production of leafy vegetable production needs to be

studied. .
Though the NHM and RKVY schemes have succeeded in nudging the farmers towards
protected cultivation, there is a lag in transfer of technology, capacity building and
development of a supply chain system. In order to ensure proper implementation of the
scheme there is an urgent need to establish an independent monitoring unit comprising of crop
specialists to provide the required technical knowhow.
The Department can take a leaf from the Spanish model in Almerimar, El Ejido,
Balanegro and Roquetas Demar regions of Spain, where a cluster of farmers with around
46,000 hectares of greenhouses practice Good Agriculture Practices to dominate tomato
market of entire Europe. It is possible to replicate such models in Karnataka and help farmers
attain competitiveness in global markets, as the state is blessed with favourable agro-climatic
condition for cultivation of crops round the year.
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An attempt has been made to analyze the data systematically and inferences are drawn on
each one of the issue flagged in the terms of reference. Having regards for subjects under
evaluation and critical issues for midterm correction, issue based recommendations have been
made. These comprises of short term, long term and policy related issues. Capacity building,
selection of beneficiaries in advance, cluster approach, development of a comprehensive crop
cultivation manual, technical information on design & specification of structures, financial
assistance for replacement of covers, development of a workable marketing model, adoption
of rain water harvesting systems and installation of solar power pumps and extension of
benefits to leased lands are some of the major recommendations made to make the scheme
more effective. The issue based recommendations are as follows:

Major Recommendations
1. Short Term Practicable Recommendations:
a) Capacity Building:
i.

In order to achieve the desirable levels of capacity building, it is recommended
that a comprehensive training schedule be prepared and organized at institutes
of State Agricultural Universities, Indian Council of Agriculture Research
Institutes and Department of Horticulture and at recognized private
Organisations.

ii.

The training needs of farmers should be a continuous process and training
should be a pre-requisite to qualify as a beneficiary under scheme for protected
cultivation.

iii.

Some beneficiaries have been a source of excellence in production of fruit,
flower and vegetables recording sustainable productivity and revenues. Such
farmers‟ units are to be recognized as “Learning centers” so that the new
beneficiaries are trained and aided in self learning of techniques and skills
needed for sustainable management of production under protected cultivation.

iv.

10% of the budget of the scheme may be allocated to capacity building
programme as this component is pivotal for accomplishment of the scheme
objectives to a very large extent.
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b) Beneficiary Selection
(i)

The department of horticulture should initiate action to develop procedure and
design format for getting the application of prospective beneficiaries in
advance to avail benefits.

(ii)

A seniority list shall be prepared and kept ready at taluka/ district levels before
commencement of the year.

(iii)

Action may be taken to give wide publicity for the knowledge of prospective
beneficiaries.

(iv)

Online registration of applicants may be introduced with all checks and
balances.

(v)

The unsanctioned applications if any, of the previous year be considered in the
subsequent years for sanction.

c) Cluster Approach for Marginal Holdings
i.

Irrigated Districts like Mandya, Mysore, Hassan and Davanagere have
large number of very small holdings, it is recommended to evolve a pilot
scheme to implement polyhouse based horticulture in single location/
Village Clusters which can have all logistics in place.

ii.

Similarly, Pilot schemes are necessary to try soil less cultivation
techniques, like elevated cultivation under polyhouse in problematic soils
like saline and alkaline soils.

iii.

Lastly the tunnel cultivation techniques appear to be highly suitable for
short duration vegetable crops and seed production of short duration
flowers and vegetable crops.

iv.

Similarly, there are Passive Solar Green/polyhouses that are sturdier,
affordable that are suited for small farmers. These can be tried on pilot
basis.
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d) Crops and Cultivation Practices
i.

It is recommended that State Agriculture Universities and the IIHR may
identify crops that are suitable and profitable for cultivation under all of the
protected cultivation structures. However crops like Cabbage, Chilies, Spinach
and Cauliflower may also be promoted apart from the present crops grown
under protected cultivation viz., Capsicum, Gerbera, Rose, Carnation, Tomato,
Cucumber etc.

ii.

It is recommended that an expert committee comprising of concerned experts
from Agriculture/Horticulture universities, Indian Institute of Horticulture
Research and officials of department be formed to develop a comprehensive
crop cultivation manual covering all aspects.

iii.

Secondly, a technical unit consisting of crop specialists to provide specialized
domain technical know-how to farmers has to be created. This technical unit
may be located at two places, one at Bangalore and another at Belagavi, to
cater to the needs of farmers. This set up would go a long way in
implementation and monitoring of the programme in an effective manner. This
may be coordinated through University of Horticulture Sciences.

iv.

A pool of experts be empaneled from the experts available with Institution of
Agricultural Technologists or in the private sector who are agriculture
technologists with special knowledge on protected cultivation, so that farmers
can be provided with advisory services as and when required on the lines of
Karnataka Milk Federation where fees of such professionals may be made as a
part of capacity building component of the scheme.

2. Long Term Practicable Recommendation
a) Structure Related issues
i.

It is recommended to identify all the damaged structures and extend financial
support for replacement of plastics and shade-nets and make them functional.

ii.

It is felt necessary to prepare structural design, specifications along with costs
suitable for different agro-climatic zones. In this connection, it is suggested
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that the „experts services‟ available with Indian Institute of Science/ Indian
Institute of Technology be taken advantage of. This helps to avoid all the
shortcomings observed hitherto.

Marketing Issues
To adopt and identify area suitable for protected cultivation and design the
scheme implementation in such a way that a pool of beneficiaries are located in
clusters (not scattered) and provide integrated cluster marketing or on a farmer
produce organisation model or even on KMF model of procurement, processing and
marketing.
Hence, in order to study and develop a workable marketing model, it is
suggested to constitute a committee of experts drawn from concerned institutions/
organizations and model be put into operation on priority.

3. Recommendations Requiring Change in Policy
i.

To amend the land reforms act to facilitate a long term leasing of lands for
agriculture/ horticulture purposes with ease of process, for hi-tech cultivation
practices/ protected horticulture with high investments. This encourages private
investments and productivity in the sector.

ii.

The system of release of subsidy could be made similar to that of National
Horticulture Board.

iii.

Interest subvention needs to be considered for the project

undertaken by

farmers with bank loans without availing scheme subsidy.
iv.

Adoption of rain water harvesting technology and installation of solar power
generation units to argument power shortage be made part of the project and the
investments other than structure and drip irrigation should also be considered
for incentivizing.

a) Convergence of Other Schemes
Government of India and State Government have launched several
programmes for development of agriculture, horticulture over years. Focused
development of horticulture received attention only in recent years. The objectives
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and scheme guidelines issued have shown variability so much so that the yardsticks/
parameters prescribed in different schemes often led to confusion and criticism at
farmers level. It has also hampered implementation.
Multiplicity of the schemes to achieve the broad objectives would no way help
in achieving set goals. In this direction, it is felt necessary to simply the guidelines /
procedures and rationalize cost norms and subsidies to be provided to beneficiaries.
Therefore, it is recommended to prepare a comprehensive horticulture
development plan for Karnataka with an emphasis on protected cultivation by merging
ongoing schemes and their components. In order to achieve this, it is suggested that a
team of experts from development departments and other stake holders be constituted
to study all the ongoing schemes and merge the components so as to have a
comprehensive plan in place.
The Technical team of Institution of Agricultural Technologists, Bengaluru
strongly feel that the scheme is very important to drive the rural economy and shall be
continued with necessary mid-course corrections recommended in the report.
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Karnataka Horticulture occupies a prominent place in agrarian economy of the state,
with an area of 18 lakh hectares, producing around 136.38 lakh tones. The net cultivated area
constituting 14.44 per cent accounts for over 40 per cent of the GDP derived from the
combined Agriculture sector. Agriculture GDP in Karnataka has shown an increased trend
from around Rs. 75,549 Crores in 2011-12 to Rs. 113,952 Crores in 2016-17 in absolute
terms.
The growth in Agriculture and Horticulture sectors can be attributed to two major
factors. The first one being, adoption and improvisation of newer technologies and the second
is capital investment. The long-term loan disbursements by financial institutions that
represents capital expenses in Agriculture sector including Horticulture increased from Rs.
9544 Crores in the year 2011-12 to Rs. 19,347 Crores in the year 2014-15. (During the same
period, the outstanding agriculture credit in the state increased from Rs. 60,609 Crores to Rs.
1,12,527 Crores). (Source: State Level Bankers Committee, Karnataka). An apparent relation
between disbursements and the increased GDP can be seen here.
Agricultural and horticultural technologies that flourished during the period, include
quality planting materials, more nursery activities, cultivation of crops under protected
structures like, greenhouses and that led to increased demand for commercial crops like fruit,
flower and vegetables.
Adoption of new technology, especially greenhouse cultivation under protected
structures is gaining increased acceptance and adoption, over the years. This technology was
first introduced on a commercial scale in the year 1992 with a big bang cultivation of cut
flower crops like Roses, Carnations, Gerbera etc. The first-generation protected cultivation
units were economically unsuccessful, owing to a high capital costs and heavy dependence on
imported machineries and technology.
However, the greenhouse farming technique under protected cultivation structures
recovered and started to thrive, owing to a greater indigenization of technology and
Government support besides, development of a strong domestic market for quality products,
particularly in flowers and vegetables.
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In the year 2005, the Central and State Governments alike introduced several
initiatives to motivate and promote more and more farmers to adopt protected cultivation,
especially for horticulture crops with a set of initiatives that encouraged an integrated
development of horticulture sector.
The NHM conceived in the year 2005 and RKVY implemented from the year 2012-13
were the two major initiatives under the Central Sector Schemes that promoted protected
cultivation. The Main objectives of the two schemes are:
a) To improve the economic conditions of farmers by producing quality flowers and
vegetables including off season (high rate) and to increase productivity.
b) Production of non-local or exotic flowers and vegetables.
c) To encourage farmers to take up green house cultivation to suit the interest of
consumers after globalization.
d) Employment generation for skilled and unskilled workers.
e) Optimal use of water and sunlight.
f) Reducing the depletion of water table and usage of plant protection chemicals.
In Karnataka State, these two schemes are being implemented by the Department of
Horticulture, Government of Karnataka. Farmers who intended to adopt farming, under
protected cultivation structures are selected based on seniority and are supported with an
incentive to invest in taking up protected cultivation, The process of administration of the two
schemes has been revised from time to time.

Capitalization Theory
National Horticulture Mission (NHM) was launched in the year

2005-06 as a

Centrally Sponsored Scheme to promote holistic growth of horticulture through an area based
and regionally differentiated strategies. This scheme is subsumed under Mission for
Development of Horticulture (MIDH) subsequently.
RKVY on the other hand was implemented from 2012-13 as a Special Additional
Central Assistance Scheme, where in all the development strategies were re-oriented to meet
needs of farmers.
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Both the schemes revolve around Capitalization of Horticulture Sector to attain a 4%
growth in the GDP for this sector and bring about a, growth in income driven by adoption of
newer technologies in Horticulture Segment.

Protected Cultivation Structures
Under the two schemes implemented by the Department of Horticulture, eligible farmers
were incentivized at 50 per cent of structural cost including drip system with a view to increase
the productivity. The approved structures were
1. Naturally Ventilated Polyhouse with Tubular Structure (NVPTS)
2. Shadenet House with Tubular Structure (STS)
3. Shadenet House with Granite Structure (SGS)
Naturally Ventilated Greenhouse structures enable protected cultivation by controlling
temperature, humidity, and evaporation.
Shadenet houses on the other hand reduce temperature and prevent excessive evaporation.
Protected Cultivation Structures are Capital Intensive. Hence Farmers are incentivized.

Evaluation Frame work
The focus of Evaluation is “What kind of structures are suitable for farmers in enhancing
productivity and earning more income per unit area and how the incentives have helped to
mitigate problems faced in mobilizing capital for such investments”.
a) The purpose of evaluation arises from the fact that it is nearly 7 years since the
schemes were implemented and it‟s the right time to find their impact to make any
corrections to the scheme or otherwise.
b) To identify problems in implementation, problems in use of technology and costeffective measures and maintenance issues
c) To identify and address, technical, financial and market related issues.
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LOG FRAME/THEORY OF CHANGE/PROGRAM THEORY
The intention of the Scheme is to nudge farmers towards intensive farming, and
provide expertise to manage higher productivity and profitability per unit area. The underlying
logic is;
a) Protected cultivation is a high cost investment (Capital intensive, both long term and shortterm funds). Farmers may find it difficult to invest.
b) These technologies provide an opportunity for farmers to grow crops all-round the year.
c) It is an opportunity for farmers to adopt precision farming with use of drip irrigation,
fertigation with use of water soluble fertilisers.
d) Skill to practice integrated nutrient management (INM), integrated pest management (IPM)
can be enhanced.
e) Cultivation of selected exotic vegetable and flower crops gives an opportunity for farmers to
grow high value crops and create newer markets.
f) It facilitates farmers to search and understand marketing and price cycle for each of the
crops.
g) Last, but not the least farmers to understand the technology to control environment to grow
a crop in off-season besides reduction in pesticides use.
The above are the qualitative parameters. By incentivizing the capital investment, the
technology is being made affordable. Hence by enabling more revenue generation per unit area,
farmers can build capital and thus encourages farmers to form groups of clusters, farmer producer
organizations to handle produce in an effective manner. In other words, the schemes intend to
promote Capital Formation and encourage increased Capitalisation in horticulture sector, as set
out in main objectives of NHM and RKVY.
A detailed account of the background of the schemes is provided in the appendix-1(ToR),
which provides information on administrative framework of these two schemes, coverage and the
process of implementation.
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The new initiatives of the Department of Horticulture, Government of Karnataka aims
to introduce farmers to earn higher income per unit area, by nudging them to adopt protected
cultivation practices and precision farming. The components include, incentivizing farmers
investment in Green house and shadenet house technology coupled with drip irrigation. The
crops covered are exotic vegetables, flowers and nursery activities to produce high quality
seedlings, seeds, flowers and vegetables.
The process is intended to set off a chain of developmental activities in hi-tech
horticulture farming, which would help in development of a new supply chain in input
management, product quality management, market exposure for such products and
development and lastly the development of indigenous technology and engineering in
construction of protected cultivation structures and improvements to suit local conditions.
Incentives under the schemes were fixed at 50 per cent of cost of the construction of
protected cultivation structures, including drip management as per the cost norms for each
beneficiary farmer. Under RKVY scheme, protected cultivation structures measuring from
1000 Sqm. to 4000 Sqm were eligible for incentives. Subsequently, the maximum area was
relaxed up to 10000 Sqm. during the year 2013-14. In case of NHM, the maximum area for
availing incentives was fixed at 4000 Sqm. per beneficiary.
The scheme guidelines of Government of India (GOI) under NHM did not prescribe
any technical specifications of materials to be used for construction of different types of
structures. During the course of implementation, gaps were noticed and a mid-course
correction was thought necessary. Similarly, under RKVY, there were no specifications
prescribed initially. It was also observed that the protected cultivation structures were
customized based on the knowledge and requirement of the construction agencies besides,
local farmers. To ensure stability and uniformity of these structures, prescription of the
designs and technical specifications of materials to be used for construction of various types
of protected cultivation structures, parameters had to be standardized. Empanelment of
eligible construction agencies through e-tender process, by presenting type of structure, its
unit cost, design and technical specifications of material are to be attempted.
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Thus, a Technical Committee headed by Director of Horticulture with a panel of
experts from Indian Institute of Horticultural Research (IIHR), University of Agricultural
Sciences (UAS),GKVK and officers of the Department of Horticulture as its members, made
a thorough study of the subject, conducted field inspections, interacted with farmers and
construction agencies and submitted a report on standards. Accordingly, changes were
brought in the processes of implementation.
1. Eligibility Criteria for Selection of Beneficiaries.
a) The land had to be in the name of beneficiary supported by RTC.
b) Landless farmers and members holding land on lease basis are ineligible
The broad accomplishment under NHM and RKVY during the study period in respect of 18
districts as shown in the tables (1) and (2).
Table-1: Year-wise and Category-wise Beneficiaries under NHM Scheme (Nos. and
Percentage)
Year
General
SC/ST
Minority
Total
Women
2010-11
143
4
0
147
29
2011-12
360
21
2
383
62
2012-13
362
9
4
375
66
Sub Total
865
34
6
905
157
Percentage
95
4
1
100
17
(Source : Secondary data-Directorate of Horticulture(DoH), Karnataka)

Table-2: Year-wise and Structure-wise Achievements under NHM scheme (Nos. and
Area of Sqm.)
NVPTS
STS
SGS
Total
Year
Area in
Area in
Area in
Area in
Nos
Sqm.
Nos
Sqm.
Nos
Sqm.
Nos
Sqm.
2010-11
107
108277
9
6326
31
11750
147
126353
2011-12
199
181705 132 102781
52
40004
383
324490
2012-13
265
272245
76
69832
34
19842
375
361919
Sub Total
571
562227 217 178939 117
71596
905
812762
Percentage
63
69
24
22
13
9
100
100
(Source : Secondary data-DoH, Karnataka)

The department has provided 50 per cent of subsidy to the beneficiaries to an extent of
Rs.2,960 Lakhs including drip system. The beneficiaries (905) under NHM have erected
5,62,227 Sqm. area under Polyhouse and 2,50,535 Sqm. of shadenet houses spread over 18
districts of the state during the period under report.
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Table-3: Year-wise and Category-wise beneficiaries under RKVY scheme (Nos. and
Percentage)
Year
2012-13
2013-14
Sub Total
Percentage

General
146
61
207
85

SC/ST
15
19
34
14

Minority
1
1
2
1

Total
162
81
243
100

Women
27
14
41
17

(Source : Secondary data-DoH,Karnataka)

The data on number of structures and area covered under the scheme is as follows:
Table- 4: Year-wise and Structure-wise achievements under RKVY scheme (Nos. and
Area in Sqm.)
Year
2012-13
2013-14
Sub Total
Percentage

NVPTS
Area in
Nos
Sqm.
127
324260
48
149579
175
473839
72
77

Nos
31
22
53
22

STS
Area in
Sqm.
76318
28086
104404
17

SGS
Area in
Nos
Sqm.
4
27700
11
12245
15
39945
6
6

Nos
162
81
243
100

Total
Area in
Sqm.
428278
189910
618188
100

(Source : Secondary data--DoH, Karnataka)

The department has incentivized the beneficiaries to an extent of Rs.2388 Lakhs which
works out to about 50% of the cost of the structure, including drip system. Hence, it could be
assumed that 243 beneficiaries under RKVY have constructed polyhouses of 473839 Sqm
area and shadenet house of 144349 Sqm. area spread over 18 districts of the state. The NHM
scheme was implemented across the state, while RKVY was implemented in 18 districts of the
state.
2. Coverage of Social Segments
Following is the coverage under different social segments with percentages.
Table-5: Beneficiaries Under Different Social Segments Covered Under NHM and
RKVY schemes (Nos. and Percentage)
SCHEME
NHM
RKVY
Total
Percentage to Total

Gen
865
207
1072
93.40

SC/ST
34
34
68
5.92

Minority
6
2
8
0.68

Total
905
243
1148
100

Women
156
41
197
17

(Source : Secondary data-DoH, Karnataka)
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Table- 6: Beneficiaries Under Different Social Segments Under NHM and RKVY
schemes (in percentage)
Segments
Target
NHM
RKVY
Total
Women
33.00
17.34
16.87
17.00
SC/ST
22.75
3.76
14.00
5.92
Minority
5.00
0.66
0.82
0.70
Physically Handicapped
3.5
0.00
0.00
0.00
(Source : Derived from Secondary data-DoH, Karnataka)

The beneficiaries under SC/ST, Minority and Woman category are much less than the prescribed
ratio because the beneficiaries were selected on seniority basis among the applied farmers.
Table-7: Area Covered and Disbursements Made Under NHM and RKVY Schemes
Structure

NVPTS
STS
SGS
Total

NHM
Area
(Sqm)
562300
178900
71600
812800

RKVY
Area
(Sqm)
473800
104400
40000
618200

Total
Area
(Sqm)
1036100
283300
111600
1431000

Disbursements (Rs. Lakhs)
NHM
RKVY
Total
2436
382
142
2960

2100
219
69
2388

4536
601
211
5348

(Source : Secondary data-DoH, Karnataka)

The above data indicates that preferences of the farmers were towards NVPTS followed by STS
and SGS. Taking disbursement of 50 per cent subsidy of project cost, the following table indicates
average cost of project per Sqm.
Table-8: Subsidy Amount Disbursed Under Two Schemes and Cost per Sqm.
Description/ Structures
Total Amount Disbursed Rs. in Lakhs
Subsidy Rs. Per Sqm.
Investment Rs. Per Sqm.
Cost Norms Rs. Per Sqm.
(Source : Secondary data-DoH, Karnataka)
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NHM
NVPTS STS SGS
2,436
382 142
433
214 198
866
428 396
935
600 410

RKVY
NVPTS
STS
2,100
219
443
209
887
419
935
600

SGS
69
172
344
410

HYPOTHESIS
The context of evaluation arises from the following facts
1. The technology being introduced is high end, wherein the three components related to
crop husbandry, namely light, temperature and humidity are regulated.
2. The beneficiaries of the schemes are mostly small farmers, comprising scheduled caste,
scheduled tribe and minority community. The target group also involves women and
physically handicapped beneficiaries. These groups of beneficiaries are financially
vulnerable.
3. The schemes are capital intensive, and supports only 50 per cent of cost of the
structures including drip irrigation system. Farmers have a challenge of mobilizing
balance as well as cost of development of other infrastructure like borewells,
equipment, post harvest facilities as well as working capital for crop production.
Permitted Cost Norms in Rupees Per Sqm
SCHEME YEAR NVPTS STS SGS
NHM
2010-13
935
600 410
RKVY
2012-13
820
474 265
RKVY
2013-14
935
600 410
Note: Cost includes drip irrigation system
(Source : DoH, Karnataka)

4. Farmers have problems in selection of crops, marketing especially sustaining
production under protected conditions.
5. The state has 10 agro-climatic zones and each zone may require different treatment/
structures and hence requires study.
6. Once adopted, how far the structure enables farmers to make profit, imbibe skills of
crop production under new technology, improvise and create surplus and progress.
7. Assessment of comparative structure quality, adoption of crop husbandry technologies
like INM, IPM etc., financial development requires.
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Limitations and Risks (Validation) perceived by Department
1. Limitations could be availability of documentation at farmer level to question reliability.
The data is more of oral submissions.
2. Limitations in implementation of the project appear to get extended to availability of
eligible farmers under different categories, especially to find those who had the ability to
bring in 50 per cent of the cost from own sources/ bank borrowing.
3. While, the systems of delivery of incentives and identification of beneficiaries have more
or less settled in to the system, the persistent problem appears to be limited choice of
crops for cultivation, posing techno-economic feasibility issues. Evaluation, therefore
examines in detail, the problems of crop choice, cultivation related issues and
maintenance of structures, farmers approach to market and revenue management.
4. The other administrative issue is “how much training is enough training?” in a
technically complex form of cultivation especially in a situation of “Nudge theory of
Change”, the technique of cultivation under protected cultivation structures is still under
infant stage at farmers level and a protocol for cultivation is not available to farmers
willing to undertake such ventures. The other part is what level of formal education and
awareness would be required at farmers level?
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OBJECTIVES AND ISSUES FOR EVALUATION
The scope of evaluation is to study the impact of scheme implemented during the period 201011, 2011-12 and 2012-13 under NHM and between 2012-13 and 2013-14 under RKVY in 18
districts of the state.

1. Stake Holders
a) Department of Horticulture, Government of Karnataka – Sponsorer
b) Karnataka Evaluation Authority – as Monitoring Authority
c) Institution of Agriculture Technologists – as Consultant
d) Farmers / beneficiaries as target group of evaluation
e) District implementing officers of DoH.

2. Purpose of Evaluation
The purpose of evaluation is to ascertain
a) What kind of structures are suitable for farmers in enhancing productivity and earning
more income per unit area and how the incentives have helped to mitigate problems faced
in mobilizing capital for such investments.
b)

To identify problems in implementation, problems in use of technology and cost-effective
maintenance issues and

c)

To identify and address, technical and financial as well as market issues that is involved in
the scheme.

3. Evaluation Subject
a) What type of protective cultivation structures give better efficiency in production,
management and maintenance
b) Whether the beneficiaries have been able to benefit from the incentives and investments
and attain desired objectives of the scheme in respective period.
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c) What skills have been mastered by the beneficiaries in attaining better revenues per unit
area.
d) All components of efficiency, economy, administrative process and expectations of
beneficiaries.
e) Specific objective is to identify effectiveness of structures and its type in enabling
economic benefits to farmers and whether the beneficiaries have been able to spread
advantages of such units to other farmers.
f) The bench mark suggested appears to be the protected cultivation practiced by private
individuals without incentives from the Government and how they are performing.
g) Precision is about sustainability of intervention at beneficiary level. Whether he has
been able to sustain production as well as maintenance of the structures incentivized and
understand limitations of such technologies. The precision is more about choice of crops
for cultivation and management of costs and marketing, through group or cluster
approach.

4. Evaluation Questions and sub-questions
The technical team (consultants) of the Institution of Agricultural Technologists (IAT)
had detailed discussions on TOR and every aspect of TOR was examined and a
questionnaire was designed with questions and sub questions. This was tested and
retested before finalizing finer aspects of questionnaire.
The questionnaire for collection of primary data from farmers appended at Annexure 2.
The questionnaire for soliciting feedback from the departmental officers is appended in
Annexure 3. The questionnaire contained following broad details.
1. Basic information – from classification point of view
2. Structure related – questions to know what type of structures and which scheme
3. Scheme related – to study efficiency in administration of scheme.
4. Investment related – The scheme incentivizes the structure alone. However a lot
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more investments are needed in infrastructure that support commencement of
business. Hence questions to know the total investment in the project at farmer level
were included.
5. Source of funds for investment including, bank loan, own savings and incentive is
being compared. How bank loans are being addressed by farmers and how justified
are repayment programmes is being addressed
6. Working capital needs of beneficiary, to grow crops and its sources have been
designed.
7. Implementation related questions try to identify the areas that require attention in
reducing the gestation period.
8. Logistic arrangements for inputs required in cultivation of crops,
9. Cropping pattern and economics of same along with issues related in success or
failure of the crops.
10. Quality of produce and reasons behind attaining qualities as reported
11. Issues in production of crops and maintenance of structures to identify issues of
sustainability
12. Recommended practices in protected cultivation and how far farmers have adopted
them
13. Marketing logistics like post harvest practices, marketing methods, packaging,
grading, and price management, etc.
14. Has the benefit of protected cultivation given to ineligible farmers (please see
eligibility conditions in paragraph 4 above) anywhere in any year? If the answer to
this is in the affirmative, full details of the ineligible farmers may be given in the
report.
15. In selecting beneficiaries has the ratio prescribed [33% Women, 16.25% SCs,6.50%
STs, Minorities 5%, and, Physically Handicapped 3.5%] been followed in all
districts in each year? If not, what have been the deviations in which district and
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year may be detailed in the report. If the land is taken on long time lease can the
benefit of the scheme be recommended to be given to farmers?

5. Comparison of NHM, RKVY and Private Enterprise:
a) How do the protected structures created in the same period under NHM and those
under private enterprise without government aid compare against RKVY in terms of
at least (a) Cost per unit area protected, (b) Stability, sturdiness and life of the
structure, (c) quality of materials used for making the structure and providing
environment, (d) the productivity of crops grown (crop wise) etc.
b) What lessons can be learnt for RKVY from this comparison and what
recommendations for change of guidelines can be made?
c) What are the current issues in the maintenance of protected cultivation structures and
drip irrigation pipes? How are the farmers addressing it now?
d) What is the cropping pattern being followed now? What cropping pattern is ideally
the best for the districts being evaluated?
e) Whether the problems of pests/diseases of the clusters have been identified? If so, are
the farmers using pesticides, fertilizers and Plant Protection chemicals under
protected cultivation accordingly? If yes, what are the quantities used for each crop as
an average? How does this compare with the figures for open cultivation of the same
crop in the same area?
f) Whether the Integrated Nutrient Management (INM) measures have been adopted in
the clusters to correct soil deficiency and reduce excessive dependence on chemical
fertilizers? If so, give details (crop wise).
g) Have the farmers adopted water harvesting structure for poly houses? If not, why
not?
h) How many farmers have availed benefit Integrated Post Harvest Management
practices pack house facility? What are the post-harvest management practices like
handling, grading, packing and using plastic crates adopted by the farmers?
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i) Do the farmers enter into any kind of agreement with the empanelled agencies for
any problem during implementation? If not, why not? If yes, what is the duration of
agreement? What is the feedback of farmers on empanelment of agencies for supply
of material for protected cultivation structure?
j) What is the arrangement made for conducting training to farmers by the department
and what is it frequency?
k) How many exposure visits/study tours have been conducted for farmers and what is
the feedback of the farmers? Have the farmers been benefited by this? If not, give
details?
l) How many clusters/individuals of protected cultivation under vegetables are provided
with other infrastructure facilities like pre-cooking units, cold storages and reefer
vans etc. and marketing arrangement are tied up by linking with co-operatives/private
retail chains like Safal/ More/HOPCOMS etc.
m) As per guidelines while implementing NHM/RKVY convergence and synergy should
ensured with the other scheme like Micro Irrigation, MNREGA and Water Shed
Development etc. To what extent the convergence has been adopted for protected
cultivation of vegetables and flowers by the department? Give details
n) Karnataka has 10 agro-climatic zones, but only three treatments are suggested for
these 10 zones. Is there a need to increase the number of treatments so that more
appropriate technology/treatment is prescribed?
o) Are farmers aware of soilless cultivation technology (Hydroculture / Hydroponics) in
protected cultivation? What measures are being currently practiced?

6. General and Inferences:
a) Are the objectives set for the scheme achieved? If not, why?
b) What are the results of Cost-Benefit analysis of protected cultivation? Based upon
this, what is the break-even size of protected cultivation structures for the districts
being evaluated?
c) What is the average and maximum span of each type of protected cultivation
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structure in each of the districts being evaluated? (This will be the base line date for
future evaluations too).
d) Are there any instances of duplication of the benefit going to the farmers under
RKVY and NHM? If yes, please give instances of these and the remedial measures
that can be suggested to the department?
e) Should the scheme be continued? If yes, are there any recommendations for course
corrections?
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EVALUATION DESIGN
Evaluation design has a rationale of requirement of field level data (primary) that is required
to study evaluation objective with respect to beneficiary farmers on one part and the protected
cultivation structures per se on the other part. The evaluation requires analysis of administration
obligations under the two schemes and hence a secondary data analysis becomes important and
accordingly formats were designed to procure secondary data. The third obligation under evaluation
is opinion of stake holders with respect to improvement of the schemes, which require group
discussions and exchange of views both in the form of a format, as well as group discussions with
the stake holders. The entire evaluation process required a central administration of all activities.
A core team of experts at the Institution level considered four methods to bring a
meaningful evaluation of the subject, keeping in mind the scope, evaluation questions and subquestions duly keeping its focus on the purpose of evaluation. The four methods are:
a) Accessing and analysis of secondary data from the Department of Horticulture on NHM,
and RKVY schemes for the year 2010-11 to 2013-14.
b) Collection of primary data from beneficiaries under the two schemes by randomly selecting
54 samples (27 each from NHM and RKVY schemes) across total of 1148 beneficiaries
(905 under NHM and 243 in RKVY) on simple random selection basis.
c) Another 54 samples were drawn from private initiatives of individual farmers, who have not
availed benefit under any schemes.
d) Interaction with farmers groups apart from collection of data from individuals.
e) Interaction with district heads in charge of implementation of scheme and collection of data
from them, as well as interaction with empanelled consultants for construction of structures.
While Item (a) and (d) were carried out through personal meetings, telephonically, while
item (b) and (c) were personal visits to the farmers field and physical verification of the unit by
selected data collectors. They are Agriculture technologists with a minimum of 10-year exposure in
Protected Cultivation practices.
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A. Primary Data Collection
A data collection format was designed and was pre-tested. Pre-test helped to understand the
ease of collection of data within the limitations at field level and suitable changes were made to
the format. The format was tested two times before finalizing it.

B. Secondary Data Collection
Secondary data on the implementation of scheme in different years was collected from
Deputy Director of Horticulture in each of the 18 districts along with a feed back on the scheme
in a format designed for the purpose.
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EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
The Terms of Reference(ToR) for the current study was approved in year 2015 and the study
was assigned during the year 2017.

The ToR indicated the number of beneficiaries only for

RKVY scheme for the years 2012-13 and 2013-14 (148 and 48 respectively). While the number of
beneficiaries was not indicated for NHM scheme for the study period. However the only the total
area under protected cultivation for these years was only provided. The IAT, Bengaluru made a
sustained and concerted effort to collect the data under both the schemes. Thus, a total number of
beneficiaries was arrived at 905 and 243 under NHM and RKVY respectively. The ToR and
Inception report stipulated a districtwise and categorywise sample size of 27 each from NHM and
RKVY schemes and 54 samples from private entrepreneurs who have not availed financial
assistance for protected structures. The districtwise sample size for the study was determined and
were assigned in ToR and inception report.

1. Sampling
Simple random sampling technique was chosen using computer software and selection as
proposed under the terms of reference was adopted. The primary purpose of this evaluation is not
to study the NHM or RKVY or both the schemes per se, but to confine only to the structures of
protected cultivation created under them. The secondary purpose of the evaluation is to compare
the protected structures made there in, and to rate them against the structures that have been built
with no government assistance. As per the scope, the study area is limited to the 18 districts under
RKVY (2012-13 and 2013-14) and NHM (2010-11 and 2012-13).

The evaluation is also

restricted to three structures that are common to both RKVY and NHM, namely – Naturally
Ventilated Polyhouse with Tubular Structures,

(NVPTS), Shadenet house with Tubular

Structures (STS) and Shadenet house with Granite Structures (SGS)

2. Sampling – RKVY
In case of RKVY, the achievements are reported and known on beneficiary basis and
hence sampling is done on beneficiary basis. There are also certain beneficiaries under Special
Development Programme (SDP) and other schemes besides Special Component Plan (SCP),
which also covered above structures, Adequate representation for both has been given in the
sample.
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Thus, under RKVY, the total number of beneficiaries in 2012-13 is 162, followed by
81 in 2013-14. The sample size for these have been maintained at17 (2012-13) and 10
(2013-14) respectively, as stipulated in ToR.
The ToR has indicated the sample size to be drawn randomly from the specific
districts for the years 2012-13 and 2013-14 for the survey under RKVY scheme. Based
on the districts stipulated in ToR and clarification received from Karnataka Evaluation
Authority (KEA), the sample size for survey under RKVY for each year is detailed below.
The beneficiaries under each category were arranged alphabetically and assigned
samples were drawn from each district using computer software.
Table-9: District-wise Sample Size under RKVY for 18 Districts (Nos.)
Sl.No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

District

Bagalkote
Bengaluru Rural
Bengaluru Urban
Belagavi
Chamarajanagara
Chikkaballapura
Chitradurga
Davanagere
Hassan
Haveri
Kalaburgi
Kolar
Mandya
Mysore
Ramanagara
Shivamogga
Tumakuru
Vijayapura
TOTAL
GRAND TOTAL

General Beneficiary
2012-13
2013-14
2
3
2
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
15
8
27

SCP Beneficiary
2012-13
2013-14
1 SCP
1 SCP
1 SCP
1 SCP
2
2

(Source : ToR and DoH meeting)

In both years atleast 2 cases of year 2012-13 and year 2013-14 of size of greater than
1000 Sqm. were ensured as stipulated. The sampling intensity for survey under NHM is
similar to RKVY. However, the sample years indicated were 2010-11, 2011-12 and 201213 and 6 districts were randomly selected from the 18 districts indicated in ToR under
RKVY scheme, without replacements for the year of 2010-11; another 6 for year 2011-12
and remaining 6 for the year 2012-13. Likewise one private enterprises structure of each
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type of three structures are to be selected from 18 districts for comparison. The 18 districts
were alphabetically arranged and required number for each year were randomly selected
using computer software and similarly samples were also be selected for remaining two
years. It may be seen that major part of samples come from Bangalore Rural, Bangalore
Urban, Kolar and Belagavi districts, indicating a concentration of units in these districts. It
further indicates that implementation in these districts is higher than other districts.
Table-10: Sampling Structure-wise under RKVY Scheme (Nos.)
Structure
NVPTS
STS
SGS
Total

2012-13
15
2
0
17

2013-14
6
2
2
10

(Source : Primary data)

3. Sampling - NHM
The sampling intensity of NHM was on par with RKVY and details are provided as under
in relation to private enterprises (Table 10, 11 and 12).
Table -11: District-wise Sample size under NHM scheme and Private Enterprise
Structures (Nos.)
2010-11
District
Sample
Shivamogga

1

Bengaluru -U
Tumakuru
Bengaluru -R

2
1
3+1
(SCP)
2
1 (SCP)

Bagalkote
Vijayapura
Total

2011-12
District
Sample
Kalaburagi

1 (SCP)

Haveri (NR)
Mandya (NR)
Chikkaballapura

1
1
1

Chamarajnagara
Kolar

1
2+1
(SCP)
8

11

2012-13
District
Sample
Mysore
(NR)
Hassan
Davanagere
Chitradurga

1

Private
Enterprise
s
*

1
1
1

*
*
*

Ramanagara
Belagavi

1
3

*
*

8

54

Note: *Private Initiative - One of each type (3) for each district (18 districts,) SCP – Special Component Plan
(Source : ToR)

Table-12: Sampling Structure-wise under NHM Scheme (Nos.)
Structure
NVPTS
STS
SGS
Total

2010-11
11
0
0
11

2011-12
5
1
2
8

2012-13
6
2
0
8

(Source : Primary data)
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The above sampling was randomly drawn from 6 districts for each year during the period
2010-11 to 2012-13. (without replacement from the 18 districts where RKVY was
implemented).

4. Sampling – Private
As per TOR, at least one private enterprise structure of each type of three structures, being
studied should be selected in each of the 18 districts for comparison with NHM and RKVY
structures. The details are provided in table 11.
5. Distribution
The distributions of the samples under RKVY, NHM and Private initiatives across the
districts are presented in the following maps.
Districtwise Distribution of Samples of NHM and RKVY Schemes
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Districtwise Distribution of Samples of Private Initiatives

6. Limitations Under NHM and RKVY
a) Under Special Component Plan (SCP) of RKVY, owing to non-availability of
beneficiary in Devanahalli taluk, a sample was selected from Nelamangala Taluk for
the year 2012-13
b) Similarly, owing to non-availability of sample under SCP (RKVY), in Vijayapura
District, the sample was replaced by one in Mandya District.
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c) Under Special Component Plan (SCP) of NHM, owing to non-availability of
beneficiary in Devanahalli taluk, a sample was selected from Nelamanagala taluk for
2010-11
d) Under Special Component Plan (SCP) of RKVY, owing to non-availability of
beneficiary in Devanahalli taluk, a sample was selected from Nelamanagala taluk for
the year 2012-13
e) Similarly, due to non-availability of sample under SCP (RKVY), in Vijayapura
District, the sample was replaced by one in Mandya District.
f) Under Special Component Plan (SCP) of NHM, because of non-availability of
beneficiary in Devanahalli taluk, a sample was selected from Nelamangala Taluk for
2010-11

7. Limitations -Private Initiatives.
a) Major limitation was lack of data base, on private initiatives that have been done
without Government Incentives.
b) All the 18 districts did not have comparable private investments under protected
cultivation structures, that were not funded/ incentivized by the schemes.
c) Majority of such Private Investments are seen only in Kolar, Bengaluru Rural and
Bengaluru Urban districts and it was difficult to get addresses and contacts of such
investments
d) Farmers were not available on site during visits, especially in far off districts.
Hence sampling in case of private enterprises was limited and samples were collected
from districts where such initiatives were available.

8. Evaluation Activity
Data Collection was started around second week of September 2017 and completed by
November 2017. All the limitations that were anticipated during the planning process were real
on the field. The evaluation team visited the places of all the beneficiaries selected under NHM,
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RKVY and Private Initiatives. The following difficulties were encountered.
a) Non-availability of beneficiary on site prompting additional visits and Telephonic
conversations. No authentic list of private initiatives was maintained and in most cases
and it turned out to be proposals not sanctioned under NHM/RKVY / NHB or any
schemes for various reasons.
b) Wrong Addresses – especially since some of the beneficiaries were not residents of the
village in which the structures were located.
c) Unwillingness to part with information by some of the beneficiaries or half-hearted
responses and disclosures on practices adopted.
d) Farmers under Private initiatives had to be identified through the Greenhouse
Consultants (both empaneled or otherwise.).
Data collection from beneficiary farmers from each of the 18 districts was done in the
designated formats and has been analysed using simple statistical techniques. The difficulties
faced during the visit to farm was mitigated in the following manner.
a) to ensure existence of the structure.
b) to ensure that it was being used.
c) to ensure that structure had been maintained
d) to see other developments on the farm and changes in cultivation practices
e) to meet the farmer and his family to see if their conditions have improved.
f) if farmer is available on site, the details given in format would be collected
g) his/her contact details are taken for cross verification of facts by central evaluation team
at IAT
h) the units geo position is noted down using GPS and
i) the existence of structure and its measurements are cross verified by using google earth
application in a few cases.
The beneficiary farmers are contacted over phone to cross verify information on the data
format and finalize it for entry for analysis. The information obtained with respect to economics of
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crop and investments are tabulated to see if there are gross variations among farmers, in which case
the farmer is contacted once again to ensure that correct information is compiled as far as possible.
Having attained substantial coverage over four-year period, a need arises to evaluate
the accomplishments and impact in improving quality of life at farmer level. Such an
evaluation would help identifying any course corrections that are essential in improving
delivery and efficacy of the structures at farmers level, especially with respect to technocommercial feasibility and financial viability in different agro-climatic zones of the state. The
evaluation goes a step forward to compare these two Government sponsored schemes against
efficiency levels of non- subsidised private initiatives in green house farming in technical,
commercial and financial aspects.
The Institution of Agricultural technologists, Bengaluru was assigned with the task of
evaluating greenhouse farming under protected cultivation structures promoted under both
NHM and RKVY as well as private initiatives. The task covers commercial and technical
feasibility, financial viability and comparative advantages and disadvantages under three
separate categories. The study would also cover the administration of the schemes in terms of
attaining, physical and social goals and see response of different social sectors in managing
the green house farming techniques.
Based on the analysis of data collected as per the terms of reference, the present report
has been prepared.
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1. Area of Study
The study area includes 18 districts have been covered for sampling and these districts come
under 9 Agro-climatic Zones.

The details of the zones, districts and beneficiaries covered

under NHM and RKVY are provided as below.
Zone

Agro-Climatic Zone

District

No. of beneficiaries
NHM RKVY Private
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

1
2
3

North Eastern Transition
North Eastern Dry Zone
Northern Dry

4

Central Dry

5

Eastern Dry

Bengaluru Urban
Bengaluru Rural
Kolar
Chikkaballapura
Ramanagara
Tumakuru - Gubbi

2
4
3
1
1
1

2
4
3
1
1
1

6

Southern Dry

Mysuru
Mandya
Tumakuru - Kunigal
Chamarajanagara

1
1
1

1
1
1
1

Hassan – Belur
Shivamogga

1
1

1

Haveri
Belagavi - Bailhongala

1
2

1
1

2

Belagavi - Khanapura

1
27

27

34

7

8

9
10

Southern Transition

Northern Transition

Hilly
Coastal
Total

Kalaburagi
Kalaburagi
Bagalkote
Vijayapura
Belagavi -Athani
Chitradurga
Davanagere
Hassan - Arasikere

6
12
2
5
3
2

1

(Source : Primary data)
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2. Distribution
The distribution of samples across agro-climatic zones in Karnataka are depicted in maps
as below
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Distribution of samples of private initiatives across agro-climatic zones

The sampling has covered 9 agro climatic zones out of the existing 10 agro-climatic zones in
Karnataka.
a. Farmers in Southern Transition and Southern Dry Zones comprising of the districts of
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Mysore, Chamarajanagara, Hassan and Mandya cultivate vegetable crops in the open field.
Hence there is a good scope for nursery activities for production of vegetable crop
seedlings.
b. The eastern dry zone districts of Bengaluru urban and rural districts, Chikkaballapura, Kolar
and Ramanagara and even parts of Tumkuru have access to production technology of
flowers and exotic vegetable crops. The technology has been substantially indigenized in
this region, with almost two decades of practice since 1992. Hence farmers have a distinct
advantage of access to service providers in cultivation, structure and marketing of crops
cultivated under protected cultivation.
c. Central Dry zone, and all the northern agro climatic zone, consists of Davanagere,
Chitradurga, Haveri, Belagavi, Bagalkote, Vijyapura and Kalaburgi. These districts
predominantly have food grain (cereals and pulses) based agricultural economy, with an
exception of Belagavi and Bagalkote districts where Sugar Cane economy dominates. In
these zones there is a lack of technology as well as service providers. More than that
farmers find it difficult in mobilizing capital required to meet the cost of expensive
structures. Vegetable and flower crops that can be grown under protected cultivation present
risky situation.
Selected annual Horticultural Crops in coverage in study districts: (total area in hectares)
Districts
Bagalkote
Bengaluru-U
Bengaluru -R
Belagavi
Chamarajanagara
Chikkaballapura
Chitradurga
Davanagere
Hassan
Haveri
Kalaburgi
Kolar
Mandya
Mysore
Ramanagara
Shivamogga
Tumakuru
Vijayapura

Potato
117
1343
5036
344
2598
23
56
18561
33
3545
90
119
4
1
24
-

Tomato
487
1141
1668
3821
1502
2170
874
2129
1598
2651
479
5034
4156
3848
736
101
1571
1010

Beans
419
1243
149
362
1457
13
91
593
4
10
1253
1540
352
11
12
209
-

Source: DES: Karnataka Fully Revised Estimates 2014-15
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Brinjal
791
258
269
2658
52
613
447
215
597
536
387
252
1328
978
117
17
379
942

Chillies
1959
112
475
4486
527
104
1098
887
1667
8322
1325
934
650
1410
485
189
2023
1868

Cabbage
202
391
2327
314
506
22
77
668
1046
2
329
291
329
6
2
2
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As may be seen, Belagavi, Hassan, Kolar, Chikkaballapura, Mysuru and Mandya, Bengaluru Urban
and Bangalore – Rural are major vegetable producing districts. As per International Flower
Auction, Bangalore, there are 150 registered flower growers who participate in day to day auctions:

3. National Horticulture Mission
a) Spread
Eleven samples were selected from the year 2010-11 followed by 8 each in the years 201112 and 2012-13. The samples included 22 of Naturally ventilated Tubular Structures (NVPTS), 3 of
Shadenet house with Tubular Structures (STS) and2 Nos. of Shadenet

house with Granite

Structures (SGS). The details are as below.
Table- 13: Year-wise, Structure-wise, Sample size under NHM scheme (in Nos.)
Year
NVPTS
STS
SGS
Total
Total
Sample
Total
Sample
Total
Sample
Total
Sample
2010-11
107
11
9
0
31
0
147
11
2011-12
199
5
132
1
52
2
383
8
2012-13
265
6
76
2
34
0
375
8
Total
571
22
217
3
117
2
905
27
(Source : Primary data)

The 27 samples had accounted for 85 percent in General category and 15% under SC/ST
beneficiaries.

b) Continuity
The priority of the visit was to ensure existence and quality of the structures on the date of
visit and continuation of crop husbandry programme. The following table indicates that out of 22
NVPTS structures only about 41 per cent was functional with good maintenance and 18 per cent of
the structures required extensive repairs. While 41 per cent of samples were abandoned. In case of
other structures either they required extensive repairs or were abandoned.
Table-14: Existence and Maintenance of Structures under NHM scheme (in Nos. and
Percentage)
Year
Well
Maintained
Repairs
required
Abandoned
Total

NVPTS
Struct- Percentures
age
(Nos.)

STS
Struct- Percentures
age
(Nos.)

SGS
Struct- Percent
ures
-age
(Nos.)

Total
Struct- Percentures
age
(Nos.)

9

41

0

0

0

0

9

33

4

18

1

33

2

100

7

26

9
22

41
100

2
3

67
100

0
2

0
100

11
27

41
100

(Source : Primary data)
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1. It is interesting to note that well maintained structures were predominantly seen in
Bengaluru Urban, Belagavi, Mysore, Mandya, Hassan and Tumakuru districts. While,
abandoned structures are located mostly in Bagalakote, Kalaburagi, Kolar and Haveri.

c) Issues/ Problems as Perceived by Farmers:
Various issues faced by the farmers in maintenance of protected structures are detailed
below. The data shows that wind damage is the most important cause for the abandonment
followed by power cuts.
Table-15: Number of Units Reporting Major Issues under NHM scheme.
Issues
Wind Damage
Diseases
Pests
Power

NVPTS
10
6
7
10

STS
1
0
0
1

SGS
2
0
0
0

Total
13
6
7
11

Percentage
48
22
26
41

(Source : Primary data)

As regards continuity among the farmers category, the following data is obtained
Table-16: Category of Farmers Who Have Abandoned the Project under NHM
scheme (Nos.)
Category
Total
Abandoned
Damaged Well maintained
Marginal Farmers
Small Farmers
Big Farmers
Total

3
19
5
27

1
7
3
11

5
2
7

2
7
9

(Source : Primary data)

d) Eligibility
All the sample beneficiaries were found to be eligible for subsidy as per the norms
stipulated. Everyone owned land which is a major requirement.

e) Education / Qualification
All the beneficiaries sampled were found to be literate, out of which 22 percent were
graduates.

f) Farm Size and Family labour utilization
The average land holdings of the beneficiaries worked out to 3 acres with an exception
of two big farmers. It was also observed that a minimum of two persons from the family
have worked in the farm.
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g) Irrigation
Out of 27 farmers, 26 beneficiaries used borewells and one used open well for
cultivation. Further, 7 farmers have installed rain water harvesting system in their farms as
an additional source.

h) Preferred Crop
The study of the samples indicate that the structures were mainly utilized for the
production of vegetable and flowers crops.
Table-17: Preferred Crops by beneficiaries under Different Structures of NHM (Nos.)
Structures
NVPTS
STS
SGS
Total

Total
22
3
2
27

Nursery
2
2
1
5

Vegetables
8
1
9

Flower
9
1
10

Note: In respect of 3 beneficiaries details could not be collected
(Source : Primary data)

i) Awareness of the Scheme
From the data collected, it appears that 71 per cent of the farmers came to be aware of
the scheme through the department of horticulture and remaining 29 percent through
farmers, neighbors and news papers.

j) Execution of the project
Around 77 per cent of the total structures was executed on a turnkey basis by
fabricators. While, most of the Shadenet with house tubular structures and Shadenet house
with Granite structures were executed by farmers themselves hiring the required skilled
people.

k) Convenience Factor – Training Before Project Execution
Only 4 beneficiaries confirmed having received training before execution of the project
and most of them received only one training. Only one of the beneficiary went on a study
tour. Lack of training in respect of qualitative aspects of structures, appears to have made
farmers to accept suggestions of fabricators for reduction in cost of structures. However,
later discovered problems connected with height, gauge of the pipes, and even quality of
plastics used.
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l) Area and Cost of Structures
Area and cost of structure is compiled from among the sample beneficiaries as below:
Table-18: Total Area, Cost of Structures and Averages cost of structures under NHM scheme

Structures

Area

NVPTS
STS
SGS

20573
3000
1815

Total
Cost
146.23
10.00
6.03

Av. AreaM2

Av. Cost

1083
1000
908

700
333
350

Av. Total Cost/Av.
Area
7.70
3.33
3.02

Note; Area in M2, , Total Cost Rs. In lakhs, Average Area in M2, Average Cost in Rs./M2, Average Total Cost in
Rs in lakhs
(Source : Primary data analysis)

The data shows that in case of NVPTS samples, the highest cost of the structure is
around Rs. 945/- per Sqm. However the average cost per sq.mtr. as reported by the
beneficiaries worked out to be Rs.700/- for NVPTS and Rs.333/- and Rs.350/- Per Sqm for
STS and SGS respectively. Since there was no structural specifications under NHM during
the study period, hence the aberration.

m) Capital Investments
Investment made by farmers in structures is studied separately, and it was noticed that
farmers had also invested on infrastructure other than the Protected Cultivation Structures.
Hence, in investment analysis, total investments made by farmers for commencement of
activity under structure is considered. Then, final values of investment is calculated on per
acre (4000 Sqm.) basis for uniformity in comparison. Per acre basis also helps in
communication and training farmers, especially in making them aware of financial viability.
Table-19: Cost of Structure for Average area, Subsidy and Net Cost Per Acre under NHM
scheme (Rs. In lakhs)

Structures
NVPTS
STS
SGS

Av. Cost/Acre
28.44
24.00
16.40

Other Costs/
Acre
9.57
6.42

Total/
Acre
38.01
24.00
22.82

Subsidy/
Acre
17.77
12.00
8.20

Net
Cost/Acre
20.24
12.00
14.82

Note: Cost/Acre. Formula adopted is (Total cost/Unit ÷Average Area in M2 × 4000 M2)
In case of SGS & STS structures, the field data shows the cost much lower than the cost norms of NHM. However, for the
sake of economic analysis and viability of investment of STS & SGS structure actual cost norms are used.

(Source : Primary data analysis)

n) Irrigation Sources
All the beneficiaries had the water source either through borewell or open well with drip
irrigation. However, some beneficiaries have augmented water with new borewells to
ensure sufficient for irrigation.
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Table-20: Irrigation Sources and Systems used (Nos.) and Average Cost per Unit
under NHM scheme (Rs.in lakhs)
Structures
NVPTS
STS
SGS
Total

Borewells Used
Drip/ Micro Irrigation Sets Used
Existing
New
Av. Cost Existing
New
AV. Cost
13
6
3.17
9
10
0.62
3
3
1
1
3
1
1
0.10
17
7
13
11
-

Note: In respect of 3 beneficiaries details could not be gathered out of 27 samples
(Source : Primary data)

o) Drip Irrigation
It is observed that wherever the cost of polyhouse is less, drip irrigation system is newly
installed outside the cost of structure. The following table shows investment in irrigation.
Table-21: Investments in RWH and Equipment made per unit (Rs.in lakhs)
Structures
NVPTS
STS
SGS

Rain Water Harvest
New (Nos.)
Av. Cost
2
1.75
-

Sprayers
New (Nos.)
Av. Cost
16
0.29
1
0.05

(Source : Primary data)

p) Rain Water Harvesting (RWH) and Equipment:
Only one beneficiary had constructed an input storage but most of them appeared to use
their own existing houses for input storage. Beneficiaries made make shift arrangements for
grading and packing activity.

q) Subsidy/Incentive
The average subsidy received by the beneficiaries is given in table-19.

r) Bank Funding
Interestingly only a few beneficiaries out of 27 had availed bank loans, and as per
feedback obtained everyone had repaid and cleared the liabilities with the bank. Actual bank
loan availed is higher, but since subsidy received is back-ended, the table below gives net
bank loan (after adjusting subsidy)
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Table-22: Bank Borrowing under NHM scheme (Rs. In lakhs)

NVPTS
STS
SGS

No of
Borrowers
6
1

Av. Net Bank
Loan
5.88
1.80

Repayment
Years
6
5

Gestation
1
-

(Source : Primary data)

s) Implementation
It was observed that on an average two months period was required for completion of
structures and in exceptional cases time got extended up to 3 months.

t) Conformity to Construction Norms
One of the major observations to be made during the visit was to check if the units
conformed to the technical specifications, that were stipulated only during 2013-14 under
RKVY. The following table indicates the level of compliance among total number of
structures under NHM.
Table-23: Conformity of Structures to Norms under NHM scheme (Nos.)
Sample Size

Abandoned

Conforming

Not Conforming

22
3
2

3
-

10
-

9
3
2

NVPTS
STS
SGS
(Source : Primary data)

It can be seen from the table that more than 50 per cent of the structures do not
conform to the standard specifications.

u) Quality of Inputs
As per the information collected none of the beneficiary had any issues regarding
quality, availability and supply of inputs for cultivation of crops. They had no complaints on
cost of these inputs.

v) Crops and Economics
Gerbera and Capsicum are the main crops cultivated. Nursery activity is concentrated on
production of vegetable crop seedlings, and mostly in tomato and capsicum crops. The
profitability of these crops among the sample beneficiary are as follows
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Table-24: Profitability of Major Crops per Acre under NHM scheme (Rs. In lakhs)

NVPTS
STS
SGS

Gerbera
Cost Reve- Profit
nue
10.64 23.97 13.33
-

Capsicum
Cost Reve- Profit
nue
3.92 11.00
7.08
4.00
4.80
0.80
-

Nursery
Cost Reve- Profit
nue
8.00
2.40

17.60
9.80

9.60
7.30

(Source : Primary data)

Carnations


Only one farmer in Kanakapura Taluk Ramanagara District cultivated Carnations in
2000 Sqm.



Carnation Crop required an average cultivation expenditure of Rs. 20.33 lakhs over
2 years and realized a total income of Rs. 27.90 lakhs.



The average net profit was at Rs. 7.43 lakhs, Profits per Sqm. is around Rs. 371/-.



The beneficiary discontinued and abandoned the project.

Financial Viability of Investment by Discounted Cashflow Technique -NVPTS
Taking in to account the capital investments for NVPTS under NHM at Rs. 38.01 lakhs (Rs.
28.44 lakhs for structure, and Rs. 9.57 lakhs for other investments), Financial viability
parameters/ ratios have been worked out considering both Capsicum and gerbera and
Carnation crop models and the results are as follows;.
Average Area of NVPTS
Parameters converted to
Cost of Structure
Other Investments
Total Capital Cost
Average Subsidy
Average Net Cost

1083 Sqm
4000 Sqm
Rs. 28.44 lakhs
Rs. 9.57 lakhs
Rs. 38.01 lakhs
Rs. 17.77 Lakhs
Rs. 20.24 Lakhs

Investment Viability with Gerbera Crop
Gerbera Crop performance on an average in NHM units is as follows;
Average Yield - Stems
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

8.24 lakhs
Rs. 2.91 per stem
Rs. 23.97 lakhs / acre
Rs. 10.64 lakhs
Rs. 13.33 lakhs
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The above parameters are computed in to 10 years cashflow and discounted at 12.5% p.a.
discount rate (as applicable to Bank loans, including all bank charges). The financial
Viability ratios are as follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

With Subsidy
57.04%
Rs. 39.29 lakhs
1:2.94
4 Years

Without Subsidy
29.54%
Rs. 21.53 Lakhs
1:1.57
6 Years

Investment Viability with Capsicum Crop
Capsicum Crop performance on an average in NHM units is as follows;
Average Yield - Tons
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

36.67
Rs. 30/Kg
Rs. 11.00 lakhs /acre
Rs. 3.92 lakhs
Rs. 7.08 lakhs

The financial Viability ratios at 12.5% DF are as follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

With Subsidy
39.85%
Rs. 15.64 lakhs
1:1.77
5 Years

Without Subsidy
14.29%
Rs. (2.13) lakhs
1:0.94
11 Years

Capital Cost considered for Discounted Cashflow Technique -STS
Taking in to account the capital investments for STS under NHM at Rs. 3.33 lakhs. IRR
Financial analysis has been worked out for the above capital investment.
Average Area of STS
Area Converted to
Total Capital Cost- as per Cost Norms
Subsidy as per scheme
Average Net Cost

1000 Sqm
4000 Sqm
Rs. 24.00 lakhs
Rs. 12.00 lakhs
Rs. 12.00 lakhs

Nursery Model
Nursery performance on an average in NHM units is as follows;
Average Plug Production
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income
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The financial Viability ratios at 12.50% DF are as follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

With Subsidy
114.38%
Rs. 35.83 lakhs
1:3.99
3 Years

Without Subsidy
45.48%
Rs. 23.83 lakhs
1:1.99
5 Years

The above tables prove that with incentives, the units become more profitable and hence
incentives need to be continued.

w) Farming Practices and Support
Farmers using Protected cultivation structures, were specifically asked questions about
good farming practices and findings of the evaluation are as follows:
i.

Soil Test: nearly 63% (15 out of 24units) of the farmers practiced Soil testing every

year and confirmed having taken professional advice in fertilizer management.
ii.

Exotic Crops: Out of 24 units, 18 units (75%), at some point or the other grew an

exotic crop, especially gerbera and carnation as cut flower, coloured capsicum and English
cucumber. Tomato was cultivated as a rotation crop.
iii.

INM and IPM: Only 5 out of 24 (21%) farmers practiced integrated nutrient

management and 6 (25%) beneficiaries practiced IPM. Much of this effort was against
thrips and nematodes.
iv.

Reduced use of Fertilizer: There are no evidences of reduced use in fertilizer as

only 3 (13%) persons out of 24 beneficiaries of NHM reported a reduction in use of
fertilisers. This relates to beneficiaries practicing INM and IPM who have reported
reduction in use of fertilisers.
v.

Rain Water Harvesting: Only 5 (21%) beneficiaries adopted rain water harvesting

structures. Adopters of rain water harvesting ponds are scattered in different districts
namely, Bengaluru urban, Bengaluru Rural, Shivamogga and Belgaum districts. During
the interactions, farmers have indicated that it is useful for augmenting irrigation and
leaching salinity in soil to a limited extent.
vi.

Post-Harvest and Pack House Operations: For the scale of 1000 Sqm.area of

NVPTS, creation of additional facilities like post-harvest and pack house infrastructures
are reported as unviable. Only 2 units had created packing facility but a smaller one.
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However none of them had pre-cooling facility and cold room facility.
vii.

Grading and Packing and Cold Room/ Pre-Cooling: Both flowers and vegetables

are graded manually. Flowers are moved to local market through local agents. Hence not
much of packing is resorted to. Vegetables are graded manually and packed in crates
wherever necessary.
viii.

Role of Consultant: None of the consultants were engaged for any of the

cultivation practices. Most of the times these empaneled structure erectors were
fabricators and hence had no role. In 2 cases the empaneled consultants helped in repairs
and maintenance.
ix.

Training and Study Tour: Only 4 of the 24 beneficiaries confirmed that they had

under gone training in cultivation under protective structures and 1 person had undertaken
both training and study tour to HTC, Pune.
x.

Group Activity: None of the beneficiaries (except one) was member of any cluster

and cluster had no role in marketing in any manner.
xi.

Benefits under MNREGA: None of the beneficiaries have received any benefits

from any other scheme like MNREGA, Krishi Bhagya, watershed activities or even drip
irrigation scheme separately.
xii.

Awareness of Modern Agri-Technology: Among the 24 beneficiaries of NHM,

only 2 were aware of Soil less cultivation technology and have no intentions of adopting
it.

4.

Rashtreeya Krishi Vikas Yojana (RKVY)

a) Spread
In all, 27 sample beneficiaries were selected randomly and were visited. A sample size of
17 were from the year 2012-13, and 10 from the year 2013-14. The samples covered 21 from the
Naturally Ventilated Tubular Structures (NVPTS), 4 from Shadenet House with Tubular Structures
(STS) and 2 under Shadenet house with granite Structures (SGS).
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Table- 25: Year-wise and Structure-wise Sample size under RKVY scheme (Nos.)

Year
2012-13
2013-14
Total

NVPTS
Total
Sample
15
127
6
48
21
175

STS
Total
Sample
2
31
2
22
4
53

SGS
Total
Sample
4
2
11
2
15

Total
Total
Sample
162
17
81
10
243
27

(Source : Primary data)

The general category beneficiaries constituted 78 percent while SC/ST beneficiaries were 22
percent.

b) Continuity
The following table indicates maintenance status and continuity of activity under different
protective cultivation structures of RKVY scheme.
Table-26: Existence and Maintenance of Structures under RKVY scheme (Nos. and
Percentage)
Year
Well
Maintained
Repairs
required
Abandoned
Total

NVPTS
StructPercent
ures
-age
(Nos.)

STS
Struct- Percentures
age
(Nos.)

SGS
Struct- Percentures
age
(Nos.)

Total
Struct- Percentures
age
(Nos.)

17

80

1

25

0

0

18

67

2

10

2

50

0

0

4

15

2
21

10

1
4

25

2
2

100

5
27

19

(Source : Primary data)

The structures were well maintained in most of the districts, while, abandoned structures are
seen mostly in Bagalakote, Kolar, Haveri and Davanagere. Under RKVY, abandonment is more
under shadenet structures and less under NVPTS

c) Issues Reported by Farmers:
Major issues faced by the farmers in cultivation of crop as well as in maintenance of
structures were narrated by the farmers. Among them damage due to power supply and wind were
the major:
Table-27: Units reporting major Issues among 27 samples under RKVY scheme (Nos.)

Issues
Wind Damage
Diseases
Pests
Power

NVPTS
5
3
4
11

STS
2
1
1
4

SGS
0
0
0
1

Total
7
4
5
16

Percentage
26
15
18
59

(Source : Primary data)
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The damage due to wind is lower at 26 per cent compared to NHM. In addition, there are
around 15 per cent of the beneficiaries reporting issues with drip irrigation sets, soil condition and
poly house structure itself.
Table-28: Category of Farmers who have abandoned the project under RKVY scheme (Nos.)
Issues
Marginal Farmers
Small Farmers
Big Farmers
Total

Total
5
17
5
27

Abandoned
5
5

Damaged
3
0
1
4

Well maintained
1
13
4
18

(Source : Primary data)

d) Eligibility
All the sample beneficiaries were found to be eligible as per the norms stipulated.

e) Education / Qualification
All the beneficiaries are literate with 30 per cent graduates.

f) Farm Size
Average holdings of the 27 beneficiaries is 3.4 acres while 5 farmers averaged 6 acres of
land holding.

g) Irrigation
All the beneficiaries used borewells and 9 farmers have installed rain water harvesting
system in their farms in addition to existing source of irrigation water.

h) Preferred Crop
At the beginning of the project implementation, the choice of crops of 27 beneficiaries is
detailed as below.
Table-29: Preferred Crops in different Structures under RKVY scheme (Nos.)
Structures
NVPTS
STS
SGS
Total
(Source : Primary data)
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Total
21
4
2
27

Nursery
2
2

Vegetables
14
4
2
20

Flower
5
5
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i) Awareness of Scheme
From the data collected, it appears that 71 per cent of the farmers came to be aware of the
scheme through the department of horticulture and balance 29 per cent through farmers, neighbours
and news papers.

j) Execution of the project
Nearly 90 per cent of the total structures is executed on turnkey basis by fabricators. Most
of the Shadenet house tubular structures and Shadenet with Granite Stone pillars were executed by
farmers themselves. In units wherever farmers had executed the project, they had purchased
materials from the market and hired labourers and welders on contract basis to complete the project.

k) Convenience Factor – Training Before Project Execution
1. Only 6 out of 27 beneficiaries confirmed having received training before execution of the
project and most of them received only one training.
2. Most of the structures were constructed on turnkey basis and only 3 beneficiaries had
constructed the units on their own.
3. Only two of the total beneficiaries went on study tour.
4. Lack of training in respect of qualitative aspects of structures, appears to have made farmers
accept suggestions of fabricators in toto, more so to reduce cost of structures. But later
discovered the problems relating to height, gauge of the pipes, and even quality of plastics.

l)

Area and Cost of Structures
A compilation of average area of three structures under RKVY is presented in the table below.

Table-30: Total Area, Cost of Structures and Average for the samples surveyed under RKVY
scheme
Structures Area- M2
Cost – Rs.
Av. Area
Av. CostStr. Cost-Rs.
Lakhs
M2
Rs./M2
Lakhs
NVPTS
47294
378.72
2252
800
18.03
STS
7461
27.59
1865
370
6.90
SGS
2160
2.59
1080
120
1.30
(Source : Primary data analysis)

In case of NVPTS, highest rate was at Rs. 1000/- per Sqm. in Bengaluru region and lowest
at Rs. 450/- per Sqm. During the year 2013-14, technical specifications for structures had come in
to force, and most of the structures have been constructed accordingly.
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m) Capital Investments
Investments made by farmers in structures was studied, and it is observed that farmers had
also invested on infrastructure other than the Protected Cultivation Structures. Hence in Investment
analysis, total investments made by farmers for commencement of activity under structure is
considered.
Table-31: Cost of Structure for Average Area, Subsidy and Net cost/acre under RKVY scheme
(Rs. In lakhs)

Structures
NVPTS
STS
SGS

PCS
Cost/acre
32.02
24.00
16.40

Other
Costs/Acre
8.08
2.23
1.00

Total
/Acre
40.11
26.23
17.40

Subsidy/Acre
20.05
12.00
8.20

Net
Cost/Acre
20.06
14.23
9.20

Note: Cost/Acre. Formula adopted is (Total cost/Unit ÷Average Area in M2 × 4000 M2)
(Source : Primary data analysis)

Final Values of investment is calculated on per acre (4000 Sq.Mtrs.) basis for convenience
of comparison and bringing uniformity in comparison. Per acre basis also helps in communication
and training farmers, especially in making them aware of financial viability.

n) Irrigation Sources and Systems
Irrigation sources along with new borewell data is presented in the following table.
Table-32: Irrigation Sources and Systems used (Nos.) and Average Cost per Unit under
RKVY scheme (Rs. In lakhs)
Structures
Borewells Used
Drip/ Micro Irrigation Sets Used
Existing
New
Av. Cost Existing
New
AV. Cost
NVPTS
9
12
3.01
10
11
1.00
STS
3
1
8.00
4
0.60
SGS
2
2
0.20
Total
14
13
10
17
(Source : Primary data)

Similarly, most of the units have adopted drip irrigation as the main system of irrigation. As
per norms the cost norms the drip irrigation system is part of the protected cultivation structure. It is
observed that wherever the cost of polyhouse is less, drip irrigation system is newly installed
outside the cost of structure.
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o) RWH and Equipment and Input Storage:
The information on beneficiary having Rain Water Harvesting Structure (RWH) is provided
in the following table. Only one beneficiary had constructed an input storage but most of them
appeared to use their own existing houses for input storage. Beneficiaries made make shift
arrangements for grading and packing activity.
Table-33: RWH and Equipment (Nos.) Average Cost per Unit under RKVY scheme (Rs.in
lakhs)

NVPTS
STS
SGS

Rain Water Harvest
New
Av. Cost
9
1.82
-

Sprayers
New
Av. Cost
15
0.30
1
0.31
-

(Source : Primary data)

p) Subsidy/Incentive
The average subsidy received by the farmer beneficiary is provided in table – 31.

q) Bank Funding
Interestingly only 9 beneficiaries out of 27 samples had availed bank loans, and as per
feedback everyone had repaid installments due with the Bank. It is particularly interesting to note
that 7 beneficiaries with investments exceeding Rs. 40 lakhs in the project have not availed bank
loans.
Table-34: Net Bank Borrowing (after adjusting Back ended Subsidy) under RKVY scheme
(Rs. In lakhs)
No of Borrowers Av. Gross Bank Loan Repayment Years Gestation
NVPTS
6
14.21
6
1
STS
1
20.00
4
SGS
(Source : Primary data)

r) Implementation
The average period for completion of all structures is around 3 months.

s) Conformity to Construction Norms
One of the major observation to be made during the visit was to check if the units
conformed to the technical specifications, that were stipulated only after 2013-14. The following
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table indicates the level of compliance among total number of structures under RKVY.
Table-35: Conformity of Structures to Norms and Specifications under RKVY scheme (Nos.)
Sample Size
21
4
2

NVPTS
STS
SGS

Abandoned
1
-

Conforming
18
3
-

Not Conforming
2
1
2

(Source : Primary data)

t) Quality of Inputs
All the 27 farmers had no issues regarding quality, availability and supply of inputs for
cultivation of crops. They had no complaints on cost of these inputs.

u) Crops and Economics
Here again, Gerbera and Capsicum remained as dominant crops under protected cultivation.
It was also observed that nursery activity is concentrated on production of vegetable crop seedlings,
mostly in tomato and Capsicum crops.
Table-36: Profitability of Crops (Major Crops) for Unit Area under RKVY scheme (Rs. In
lakhs)
Gerbera
Capsicum
Nursery
Cost Revenue Profit Cost Revenue Profit Cost Revenue Profit
NVPTS 2.12
8.35
6.04 1.32
3.50
2.13 1.28
3.24
1.96
STS
0.71
2.15
1.43
SGS
0.28
1.00
0.72
(Source : Primary data analysis)

For Rose Crop the profitability was as follows:


2 of the farmers had undertaken cultivation of Dutch Roses in an area of 2000 Sqm.



Rose crop required an average cultivation expenditure of Rs. 3.88 lakhs and realized
a total income of Rs. 8.65 lakhs.



The average net profit was at Rs. 4.78 lakhs. Profit per Sqm. is around Rs. 237/-.

Overall profitability of cultivation under Protected Cultivation Structures is better than profits under
open cultivation.
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Financial Viability of Investment by Discounted Cashflow Technique -RKVY
NVPTS
Taking in to account the capital investments for NVPTS under RKVY at Rs. 40.10 lakhs
(Rs. 32.02 lakhs for structure, and Rs. 8.08 lakhs for other investments), Financial viability
parameters/ ratios have been worked out considering both Capsicum and gerbera and Rose crop
models and the results are as follows;
Average Area of NVPTS
All parameters converted to
Cost of Structure
Other Investments
Total Capital Cost
Average Subsidy
Average Net Cost

2252 Sqm
4000 Sqm
Rs. 32.02 lakhs
Rs. 8.08 lakhs
Rs. 40.10 lakhs
Rs. 20.05 lakhs
Rs. 20.05 lakhs

Investment Viability with Gerbera Crop- Per Acre
Gerbera Crop performance on an average in RKVY units is as follows;
Average Yield - Stems
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

8.78 lakhs
Rs. 2.39 per stem
Rs. 21.02 lakhs /acre
Rs. 9.01 lakhs
Rs. 12.01lakhs

The financial Viability ratios at 12.50% DF are as follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

With Subsidy
53.13%
Rs. 33.94 lakhs
1:2.69
4 Years

Without Subsidy
24.53%
Rs. 13.89 lakhs
1:1.35
7 Years

Investment Viability with Rose Crop
Rose Crop performance on an average in RKVY units is as follows;
Average Yield - Stems
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

4.80 lakhs
Rs. 3.6/stem
Rs. 17.26 lakhs / acre
Rs. 7.74 lakhs
Rs. 9.52 lakhs

The financial Viability ratios at 12.50% DF are as follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

With Subsidy
41.14%
Rs. 22.37 lakhs
1:2.12
5 Years

Without Subsidy
17.15%
Rs. 2.32 lakhs
1:1.06
10 Years
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Investment Viability with Capsicum Crop
Capsicum Crop performance on an average in RKVY units is as follows;
Average Yield - Tons
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

35.38
Rs. 39.58/Kg
Rs. 14.01 lakhs /acre
Rs. 5.26 lakhs
Rs. 8.75 lakhs

The financial Viability ratios at 12.5% DF are as follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

With Subsidy
53.28%
Rs. 24.15 lakhs
1:2.20
4 Years

Without Subsidy
19.26%
Rs. 4.10 lakhs
1:1.10
9 Years

Investment Viability with Nursery
Nursery performance on an average in NHM units is as follows;
Average Plug Production
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

12.50 lakhs
Rs. 1.04 per plug
Rs. 12.96 lakhs / acre
Rs. 5.12 lakhs
Rs. 7.84 lakhs

The financial Viability ratios at 12.50% DF are as follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

With Subsidy
45.61%
Rs. 19.46 lakhs
1:1.97
5 Years

Without Subsidy
15.58%
Rs. (0.59) lakhs
1:0.99
11 Years

Shadenet Tubular Structure - Capital Cost for Discounted Cashflow Technique
Taking in to account the capital investments for STS under RKVY at Rs. 24 lakhs. IRR
Financial analysis has been worked out for the above capital investment.
Structure Cost
Other Cost
Total Capital Cost- as per Cost Norms
Subsidy as per scheme
Average Net Cost
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Capsicum under STS (RKVY)
Capsicum Crop performance on an average in RKVY STS units of 1 acre is as follows;
Average Yield - Tons
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

33.07
Rs. 26/- per kilo
Rs. 8.60 lakhs / acre
Rs. 2.85 lakhs
Rs. 5.75 lakhs

The above parameters are computed in to 10 years cashflow and discounted at 12.5% p.a.
discount rate (as applicable to Bank loans, including all bank charges). The financial
Viability ratios are as follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

With Subsidy
48.99%
Rs.1 4.99 lakhs
1:2.05
4 Years

Without Subsidy
19.68%
Rs. 2.99 lakhs
1:1.11
9 Years

The above tables prove that with incentives, the units become more profitable and hence
incentives need to be continued.

v) Problems in Cultivation
The beneficiaries had been asked to reflect on problems they faced in cultivation. Among
the issues faced, it appears that availability of uninterrupted power and wind damage topped the list,
while pests of thrips and nematode caused damages to the crop in a limited way.

w) Farming Practices and Support
Farmers using protected cultivation structures, were specifically asked questions about good
farming practices and findings of the evaluation are as follows:
1. Soil Test: nearly 70 per cent (19 out of 27 units) of the farmers practiced Soil testing every
year and confirmed having taken professional advice in fertilizer management.
2. Exotic Crops: out of 24 units, 21 units (78 per cent), at some point or the other grew an
exotic crop, especially gerbera and carnation as cut flower, coloured capsicum and English
cucumber. Tomato was cultivated as a rotation crop.
3. INM and IPM: Only 12 out of 24 (44 per cent) farmers practiced Integrated Nutrient
Management and 10 (37 per cent) beneficiaries practiced IPM. Much of this effort was
against thrips and nematodes.
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4. Reduced use of Fertilizer: There are a few incidences of reduction in fertilizer use, as
only 11 (41 per cent) persons out of 24 beneficiaries of RKVY reported a reduction in use
of fertilizers who incidentally adopted INM and IPM practices.
5. Rain Water Harvesting: Only 12(44 per cent) beneficiaries adopted rain water harvesting
structures. Adopters of rain water harvesting ponds are spread across districts like
Bengaluru urban, Bengaluru Rural, Shivamogga and Belgaum. During the interactions,
farmers have indicated that it is useful to provide protective irrigation and leaching
salinity in soil to a limited extent.
6. Post-Harvest and Pack House Operations: For the scale of 2252 Sqm.area of NVPTS,
creation of additional facilities like post-harvest and pack house infrastructures are
reported as unviable. A basic functional packing facility had been created by 8
beneficiaries especially those cultivating flowers like roses.
7. Grading and Packing and Cold Room/ Pre-Cooling: Both flowers and vegetables are
graded manually. Flowers are moved to local market through local collection agents. Hence
not much of packing is resorted to. Vegetables are graded manually and packed in crates
wherever necessary.
8. Role of Consultant: None of the consultants were engaged for any of the cultivation
practices. Most of the times these empaneled structure erectors were fabricators and hence
had no role. In 2 cases the empaneled consultants helped in repairs.
9. Training and Study Tour: Only 2 of the 27 beneficiaries confirmed that they had under
gone training in cultivation under protective structures as well as study tour to HTC, Pune.
10. Group Activity: None of the beneficiaries except one was member of any cluster and
cluster had no role in marketing in any manner.
11. Benefits under MNREGA, Krishi Bhagyaetc: No benefits have been received under
other schemes like MNREGA and watershed activities etc.
12. Awareness of Modern Agri-Technology: Among the 27 beneficiaries of RKVY, only 3
were aware of Soil less technology or for that matter have any intentions of adopting..
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5. Data Collection - Private Initiatives
a) Introduction
Private sector participation in protected cultivation commenced on a commercial scale
during the year 1992, with the introduction of soft loans by National Horticulture Board. Lack of
domestic market for floriculture, high cost of imported technology, led the industry down and by
2001, most of the units were sick and hardly less than 5 per cent survived after a revival plan. Till
then protected cultivation was restricted to floriculture. By 2005, the protected cultivation started
looking up owing to extension of techniques to cultivate vegetables and the demands for vegetables,
drove the industry towards nursery production of vegetable and floriculture plants as well as
commercial cultivation.
The NHM and the RKVY schemes implementation with incentives encouraged a large
number of farmers to take up hi-tech cultivation of crops under protected structures, with a view to
enhance productivity mainly in flowers and vegetables. The high cost of technology is still seen as a
deterrent in decision making, to take up cultivation under protected structure.
With very low capital formation in agriculture, and the inability to provide collateral
securities to banks, farmers find it difficult to mobilize required funds on their own to take up this
hi-tech and high- investment technology.
However, many adventurous and innovative farmers have attempted to undertake
cultivation under protected structures on their own initiatives without financial aid from
Government agencies or schemes, and the present evaluation is an attempt to capture and compare
the methodology, technology, success or failures of such private initiatives in relation to NHM and
RKVY. The evaluation team agreed with the Karnataka evaluation authority to find out an equal
number of samples under private initiatives to compare all parameters as stipulated in TOR with
such an initiatives. Accordingly, it was planned to have 54 samples matching the NHM and RKVY
sample levels and efforts were directed to get data.
As mentioned in limitations above, the serious difficulty was getting a data base of such
initiatives and the IAT study team could get a total of 34 samples as against 54 samples. The data
was felt sufficient to get enough information required to compare it with 2 schemes. The sample of
23 under NVPTS was felt comfortable and sufficient, as the samples under NHM and RKVY are 22
and 24 respectively and 23 samples under Private would compare very well with the two schemes.
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b) Spread
In all, 34 sample beneficiaries were selected under private initiatives..
Table- 37: Sample size under Private Initiatives (Nos.)
2010-11
2011-12
2012-13
2013-14
Total

NVPTS
4
3
10
6
23

STS
1
4
2
7

SGS
2
2
4

Total
4
6
14
10
34

(Source : Primary data)

The 34 samples had 30 (88%) General category beneficiary and 4 (12%) SC/ST beneficiaries.

c) Continuity
The following table indicates maintenance status and continuity of activity in different protective
cultivation structures.
Table-38: Existence and Maintenance of Structures under Private Initiatives (Nos. and
Percentage)
NVPTS
STS
SGS
Total
Struct- Percent- Struct- Percent- Struct- Percent- Struct- PercentYear
ures
age
ures
age
ures
age
ures
age
(Nos.)
(Nos.)
(Nos.)
(Nos.)
Well
15
65
4
57
4
100
23
68
Maintained
Repairs
7
30
2
29
0
9
26
required
1
5
1
14
0
2
6
Abandoned
23
7
4
34
Total
(Source : Primary data)

As seen from the above table most of the units have continued to function and abandonment rate
is low in comparison with the structure erected under NHM and RKVY.

d) Issues faced by the Farmers (Private initiatives):
Feedback on issues bothering farmers under this category is as follows:
Table-39: Units reporting major issues under private initiatives (Nos.)
Issues
NVPTS
STS
SGS
Total
Wind Damage
10
0
0
10
Diseases
2
0
0
2
Pests
3
1
1
5
Power
17
2
3
22
(Source : Primary data)
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Very negligible numbers reported problems with soil, drip lines and other issues with
structures.
Table-40: Category of Farmers who have abandoned the project under private initiatives
(Nos.)
Issues
Total Abandoned Damaged Well Maintained
Marginal Farmers
7
1
3
3
Small Farmers
24
1
6
17
Big Farmers
3
3
Total
34
2
9
23
Note: Marginal farmers – < 2.5 acres, Small farmer >2.5<5 acres, Big farmers >5 acres
(Source : Primary data analysis)

The abandonment of the structures under Private initiatives is found to be less in
comparison with NHM and RKVY and the proportion of well-maintained structures is high.

e) Education / Qualification
All are literate with 85 per cent matriculate and balance graduates.

f) Farm Size
Average holdings of is 3.1 acres while, 5 big farmers averaged 6 acres of land.

g) Irrigation
All the 34 beneficiaries used borewells and 13 farmers have installed rain water harvesting
system in their farms in addition to existing source of irrigation water. The installation of water
harvesting system is higher in private initiatives as compared to NHM and RKVY structures.

h) Preferred Crop
Preferred crops are flowers and vegetables which are commercially viable.
Table-41: Preferred Crops in Different Structure under Private initiatives (Nos.)
Structures
Total
Nursery
Vegetables
Flower
NVPTS
23
1
10
12
STS
7
3
4
SGS
4
1
3
Total
34
5
17
12
(Source : Primary data)

i) Awareness of Governmental Scheme
Every farmer under private initiatives was aware of both RKVY and NHM schemes and
details thereof, through friends, and newspaper readings.
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j) Execution of the project
Around 50 per cent of the total structures were got executed on turnkey basis by fabricators.
Most of the Shadenet house with tubular structures and Shadenet house with Granite structures
were executed by farmers themselves. Very interestingly 7 of the NVPTS structures were got
executed by the farmers themselves. In units wherever farmers had executed the project all by
themselves, materials were purchased from the market and labourers and welders were hired on a
contract basis. They have also sourced used material for building the structures.

k) Convenience Factor – Training Before Project Execution
1. None of the 34 beneficiaries had received any form of formal training before execution of
the project and however they had visited a number of other units and studied them before
execution.
2. 17 structures were got erected on a turnkey basis and 17 beneficiaries had executed the
project on their own.
3. Only 15 per cent of the 34 beneficiaries went on a study tour. Most of them visited the
successful farming units and learnt things all by themselves.
4. There is a better understanding of the specification related to structures and there are
innovations made by farmers, like adjustment of heights, facilities to remove and reinstall of
roof plastics, washing of soil with rain water etc.

l) Area and Cost of Structures
Considering the total area and cost of structure, average area and cost among samples is
worked out and presented here.
Table-42: Total Area, Cost of Structures and Average Among Samples Surveyed under
private initiatives
Structures
NVPTS
STS
SGS

AreaM2
74456
15800
40000

Cost – Rs.
Lakhs
376.96
27.15
71

Av. Area
M2
3237
2257
10000

Av. CostRs./M2
506
172
178

Av. Cost-Rs.
Lakhs
16.38
3.88
17.80

(Source : Primary data analysis)

The field enquiries indicated that most of the farmers used second hand material in construction but
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lot of attention has been paid towards cost of material and strength of the structures.

m) Capital Investments
The following table indicates total investments made by farmers up to commencement of
operation including the cost of structure.
Table-43: Cost of Structure, Crop Cost and Total CostPer Unit and Imputed cost/acre (Rs. In
lakhs)
Structures
NVPTS
STS
SGS

Av. PCS Cost
20.24
6.88
7.10

Other Costs/unit
0.73
3.47
3.01

Total /Unit
24.97
10.35
10.11

Note: Cost/Acre. Formula adopted is (Total cost/Unit ÷Average Area in M2 × 4000 M2)
(Source : Primary data analysis)

Investments other than structures under private initiatives are comparable to RKVY and
NHM. The aberration under SGS in crop cost is due to 3 persons investing heavily in crop
cultivation and sample size is being low.

n) Irrigation Sources and Systems
Most of the units have worked with existing borewells. But a few have drilled new
borewells and similarly in respect of drip irrigation sets.
Table-44: Irrigation Sources and Systems used (Nos.) and Average Cost per Unit under
private initiatives (Rs. In lakhs)
Structures
Borewells Used
Drip/ Micro Irrigation Sets Used
Existing
New
Av. Cost Existing
New
AV. Cost
NVPTS
10
13
2.65
9
14
1.41
STS
4
3
3.00
2
5
0.58
SGS
2
2
2.75
1
3
1.31
Total
16
18
12
22
(Source : Primary data)

o) Other Investments:
Only one beneficiary had constructed an input storage but most of them appeared to use
their own existing houses for input storage. Beneficiaries made make shift arrangements for grading
and packing activity. Other investments include purchase of second hand tractors, new power
sprayers and crates for vegetables.
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Table-45: Other Investments made and Average Cost per Unit under private initiatives(Rs.
In lakhs)
Structures

Rain Water Harvest
New (Nos.)
Av. Cost
6
1.88
1
0.65

NVPTS
STS
SGS

Sprayers
New (Nos.)
Av. Cost
14
0.39
1
0.40
3
0.34

(Source : Primary data analysis)

p) Bank funding
Interestingly only 13 beneficiaries out of 34 samples had availed bank loans, and the average bank
borrowing is Rs. 23.96 lakhs. Interestingly no bank loan is availed for STS and SGS structures,
including 2 cases where a SGS structures constructed with investments above Rs. 50 lakhs
Table-46: Net Bank Borrowing under private initiaves (Rs. in lakhs)
No of
Borrowers
13
-

NVPTS
STS
SGS

Av. Gross Bank
Loan
23.96
-

Repayment
Years
6
-

Gestation
1
-

(Source : Primary data analysis)

q) Implementation
On an average period for completion of all structures is around 3 months.

r) Conformity to Construction Norms
A check was made to see if the structures conformed to the specifications stipulated under
RKVY (2013-14). The following table shows information under different structures.
Table-47: Conformity of Structures to specifications under private initiatives (Nos.)
NVPTS
STS
SGS

Sample Size
23
7
4

Conforming
14
6
3

Not Conforming
9
1
1

(Source : Primary data)

It can be seen from the table that around 70 per cent of the structures conform to norms of RKVY,
which is much higher compared to NHM and RKVY.
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s) Quality of Inputs
As per the information collected, none of the 34 farmers had any issues regarding quality,
availability and supply of inputs for cultivation of crops. They had no complaints on cost of these
inputs.

t) Crops and Economics
Gerbera is the main flower crop grown and Capsicum is the main vegetable crop. Nursery activity
is concentrated on production of vegetable crop plugs, and mostly tomato and Capsicum crops.
Table-48: Profitability of Crops (Major Crops) for an area of 1000 Sqm. under private
initiatives (Rs.in lakhs)
Gerbera
Capsicum
Nursery
Cost Revenue Profit Cost Revenue Profit Cost Revenue Profit
NVPTS 9.63
22.83
13.91 3.71
12.75
9.05 1.28
3.24
1.96
STS
1.89
7.51
5.49 1.41
6.38
4.96
SGS
5.19
12.04
6.85
(Source : Primary data analysis)

Profitability of Rose crop cultivated by a few farmers


4 of the farmers had undertaken cultivation of Dutch Roses in an average area of 5000 Sqm.



Rose crop required an average cultivation expenditure of Rs. 4.42 lakhs and realized a total
income of Rs. 13.16 lakhs.



The average net profit was at Rs. 8.74 lakhs and Profits per Sqm. is around Rs. 194/-

Profitability of Carnation crop cultivated by a few farmers


One of the farmers had undertaken cultivation of Carnations in an area of 5000 Sqm.



Carnations required an average cultivation expenditure of Rs. 7.63 lakhs and realized a total
income of Rs. 25.69 lakhs.



The average net profit was at Rs. 18.05 lakhs and Profits per Sqm. is around Rs. 451/-

Profitability of Chrysanthemum crop cultivated by a few farmers


One of the farmers had undertaken cultivation of Carnations in an average area of 4000
Sqm. Chrysanthemum required an average cultivation expenditure of Rs. 11.08 lakhs and
realized a total income of Rs. 17.08 lakhs.
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The average net profit was at Rs. 6.19 lakhs and Profits per Sqm. is around Rs. 189/-.

Private Initiatives - Financial Viability by Discounted Cashflow Technique NVPTS
Taking in to account the capital investments for NVPTS under Private initiatives at Rs. 24.97 lakhs
(Rs. 20.24 lakhs for structure, and Rs. 4.73 lakhs for other investments) per acre. Financial viability
parameters/ ratios have been worked out considering both Capsicum and gerbera and Rose crop
models and the results are as follows;
Cost of Structure
Other Investments
Total Capital Cost
Average Subsidy
Average Net Cost

Rs. 20.24 lakhs
Rs. 4.73lakhs
Rs. 24.97 lakhs
Nil
Rs. 24.97 lakhs

Investment Viability with Gerbera Crop
Gerbera Crop performance on an average in Private units is as follows;
Average Yield - Stems
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

9.11 lakhs
Rs. 3.10 per stem
Rs. 28.21 lakhs / Acre
Rs11.90 lakhs
Rs. 16.31 lakhs

The above parameters are computed in to 10 years cashflow and discounted at 12.5% p.a. discount
rate (as applicable to Bank loans, including all bank charges). The financial Viability ratios are as
follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

Without Subsidy
58.22%
Rs. 48.52 lakhs
1:2.94
4 Years

Investment Viability with Rose Crop
Roses Crop performance on an average in Private units is as follows;
Average Yield - Stems
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income
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The above parameters are computed in to 10 years cashflow and discounted at 12.5% p.a. discount
rate (as applicable to Bank loans, including all bank charges). The financial Viability ratios are as
follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

Without Subsidy
41.13%
Rs. 25.12 lakhs
1:2.01
5 Years

Investment Viability with Chrysanthemum Crop
Chrysanthemum Crop performance on an average in Private units is as follows;
Average Yield - Stems
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

2.88 lakhs
Rs. 7.33/stem
Rs. 21.11 lakhs / acre
Rs. 13.55 lakhs
Rs. 7.56 lakhs

The above parameters are computed in to 10 years cashflow and discounted at 12.5% p.a. discount
rate (as applicable to Bank loans, including all bank charges). The financial Viability ratios are as
follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

Without Subsidy
18.92%
Rs. 4.31 lakhs
1:1.17
8 Years

Investment Viability with Capsicum Crop
Capsicum Crop performance on an average in Private units is as follows;
Average Yield - Tons
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

44.94 lakhs
Rs. 34.67/Kg
Rs. 15.58 lakhs / acre
Rs. 4.58 lakhs
Rs. 11.00 lakhs
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The above parameters are computed in to 10 years cashflow and discounted at 12.5% p.a. discount
rate (as applicable to Bank loans, including all bank charges). The financial Viability ratios are
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

Without Subsidy
56.02%
Rs. 31.21 lakhs
1:2.25
4 Years

Investment Viability with Carnations Crop
Carnations Crop performance on an average in Private units is as follows;
Average Yield - Stems
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

9.47 lakhs
Rs. 3.32/stem
Rs. 31.40 lakhs / acre
Rs. 9.33 lakhs
Rs. 22.07 lakhs

The above parameters are computed in to 10 years cashflow and discounted at 12.5% p.a. discount
rate (as applicable to Bank loans, including all bank charges). The financial Viability ratios are as
follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

Without Subsidy
92.66%
Rs. 78.50 lakhs
1:4.14
3 Years

Capital Cost considered for Discounted Cashflow Technique -STS
Taking in to account the capital investments for STS under NHM at Rs. 3.33 lakhs. IRR Financial
analysis has been worked out for the above capital investment and given in the annexures.
Structure Cost
Rs. 6.88 lakhs
Other Cost
Rs. 3.47 lakhs
Total Capital Cost- as per Cost Norms Rs. 10.35 lakhs

Investment Viability with Nursery
Nursery performance on an average in NHM units is as follows;
Average Plug Production
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income
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The financial Viability ratios at 12.50% DF are as follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

Without Subsidy
38.07%
Rs. 10.30 lakhs
1:1.99
5 Years

Capsicum under STS
Capsicum Crop performance on an average in RKVY STS units 1 acre is as follows;
Average Yield
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

40 tons
Rs. 21.60/- per kilo
Rs. 8.64 lakhs / acre
Rs. 3.33 lakhs
Rs. 5.31 lakhs

The above parameters are computed in to 10 years cashflow and discounted at 12.5% p.a. discount
rate (as applicable to Bank loans, including all bank charges). The financial Viability ratios are as
follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

Without Subsidy
65.86%
Rs. 16.44 lakhs
1:2.59
4 Years

Capital Cost considered for Discounted Cashflow Technique -SGS Structures
Taking in to account the capital investments for STS under NHM at Rs. 3.33 lakhs. IRR Financial
analysis has been worked out for the above capital investment and given in the annexures.
Structure Cost
Rs. 7.10 lakhs
Other Cost
Rs. 3.01 lakhs
Total Capital Cost- as per Cost Norms Rs. 10.11 lakhs

Capsicum under SGS
Capsicum Crop performance on an average in SGS units 1 acre is as follows;
Average Yield
Average Rate Realized
Average Revenue
Average Cost of Cultivation & Others
Average Net Income

42.59 tons
Rs. 28.60/- per kilo
Rs. 12.04 lakhs / acre
Rs. 5.19 lakhs
Rs. 6.85 lakhs

The above parameters are computed in to 10 years cashflow and discounted at 12.5% p.a. discount
rate (as applicable to Bank loans, including all bank charges). The financial Viability ratios are as
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follows:
Parameters
IRR
NPV
BC Ratio
Payback Period

Without Subsidy
92.81%
Rs. 24.15 lakhs
1:3.39
3 Years

u) Problems in Cultivation
The beneficiaries had been asked to reflect on problems they faced in cultivation. Among issues
faced by the farmers, non-availability of uninterrupted power supply and wind damage topped the
list, while thrips and nematodes caused the damage to the crop (Table-39).

v) Farming Practices and Support
Farmers using protected cultivation structures, were specifically asked questions about good
farming practices and finds of the evaluation are as follows:
1. Soil Test: nearly 76 per cent (26 out of 34units) of the farmers practiced Soil testing every
year and confirmed having taken a professional advice in fertilizer management.
2. Exotic Crops: out of 25 units, 34 units (74%), at some point or the other grew an exotic
crop, especially gerbera and carnation as cut flower, coloured capsicum and English
cucumber. Tomato was cultivated as a rotation crop.
3. INM and IPM:Around18 out of 34 (53%) farmers practiced Integrated Nutrient
Management and 19 (56%) beneficiaries practiced IPM. Much of this effort was against
thrips and Nematodes.
4. Reduced use of Fertilizer: A few farmers have reported a reduction in use of fertilisers,
particularly those who practiced INM and IPM practices.
5. Rain Water Harvesting: Only 10(29%) beneficiaries out of 34 structures adopted rain
water harvesting structures. Adopters of rain water harvesting ponds are scattered in
different districts namely, Bengaluru urban, Bengaluru Rural, Shivamogga and Belgaum
districts. During the interactions, farmers have indicated that it is useful in protective
irrigation and leaching salinity in soil to a limited extent.
6. Post-Harvest and Pack House Operations: 10 out of 34 units had functional packing
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facility, especially those cultivating flowers like roses.
7. Grading and Packing and Cold Room/ Pre-Cooling: Both flowers and vegetables are
graded manually. Flowers are moved to local market through local collection agents.
Hence not much of packing is resorted to. Vegetables are graded manually and packed in
crates, wherever necessary.
8. Role of Consultant: 5 beneficiaries were consulting professionals in cultivation while the
rest were taking assistance from other farmers and input dealers.
9. Training and Study Tour: Only 5 of the 34 beneficiaries confirmed that they had under
gone training in cultivation as well as study tour to HTC, Pune.
10. Group Activity: None of the beneficiaries except one was a member of any cluster and
cluster had no role in marketing in any manner.
11. Benefits under MNREGA, Krishi Bhagya etc: No benefits were received under other
scheme like MNREGA and watershed activities or even drip irrigation scheme
separately.
12. Awareness of Modern Agri-Technology: Among the 34 beneficiaries of private
initiative, only 3 were aware of Soil less cultivation technology and 2 had intentions of
adopting the same.
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1. Process Related Discussions
The study period of two flagship schemes of Department of Horticulture namely the
NHM and the RKVY implemented between the year 2010 and 2014 was only considered for
study and analysis. Eligibility for benefits was that the beneficiary should be a land owner.
The specifics of cost norms and specifications of structure gained clarity towards the end of
2013-14.

a) Eligibility
1. Among the samples surveyed, there appears to be no violation of any of the terms and
conditions of eligibility of selected beneficiaries, under both NHM and RKVY.
2. There are no incidences of any person holding land on lease being given benefits as
per data among samples or under secondary data.
3. Feedback from the district implementing officers reveals and that the beneficiaries
were selected based on the applications received voluntarily and the selection of the
beneficiaries were approved by the Head Office.
The NHM had gained momentum in implementation with an annual increase in
number of beneficiaries selected especially under NVPTS, while under RKVY, the
momentum appeared to have come down in the second year owing to budgetary constraints.
b) Coverage under different types of structures and preferred structures
The districtwise preferred structures and type of structures under NHM and RKVY
schemes are presented as below:
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District-Wise No of preferred Structures and their Percentage under NHM and RKVY
Scheme
NVPTS Percentage STS Percentage SGS Percentage Total
District
22
69
0
0
10
31
32
Bagalakote
164
76
14
7
37
215
Bengaluru Rural
17
93
3
4
71
2
3
76
Bengaluru Urban
70
30
0
54
23
0
77
Belagavi
20
20
60
5
5
15
25
Chamarajanagara
77
20
68
2
18
88
2
Chikkaballapura
9
61
30
2
14
7
23
Chitradurga
74
26
0
26
9
0
35
Davanagere
98
2
0
55
1
0
56
Haveri
78
22
0
94
26
0
120
Hassan
0
16
0
36
7
43
84
Kalaburagi
51
49
0
48
46
0
94
Kolar
100
0
0
27
0
0
27
Mandya
1
59
40
1
44
30
75
Mysore
79
21
0
27
7
0
34
Ramanagara
91
9
0
48
5
0
53
Shivamogga
53
40
7
30
23
4
57
Tumakuru
22
72
6
4
13
1
18
Vijayapura
65 270
24 132
11 1148
746
Grand Total
(Source : Secondary data-DoH, Karnataka)

District-Wise area of Structures (in hectares) under NHM and RKVY Schemes
Districts
NVPTS Percentage
STS Percentage SGS Percentage
Bagalakote
2.2
0
1.08
67
0
33
Bengaluru Rural
20.64
2.12
4.01
77
8
15
Bengaluru Urban
13.77
0.2
1.77
86
1
13
Belagavi
6.76
3.35
0
68
3
0
Chamarajanagara
0.49
0.67
0.84
25
34
42
Chikkaballapura
11.93
0.5
0
96
4
0
Chitradurga
0.2
1.65
0.67
8
65
27
Davanagere
3.51
2.21
0
61
39
0
Haveri
5.7
0.1
0
98
2
0
Hassan
6.86
1.72
0
80
20
0
Kalaburagi
0
3.45
0.44
0
89
11
Kolar
10.63
4.39
0
71
29
0
Mandya
2.96
0
0
100
0
0
Mysore
0.2
2.76
1.85
4
57
38
Ramanagara
6.13
0.51
0
92
8
0
Shivamogga
6.48
0.44
0
94
6
0
Tumakuru
4.77
2.23
0.40
64
30
5
Vijayapura
0.35
2.01
0.10
14
82
4
Grand Total
103.61
72 28.33
20 11.16
8

Total
3.28
26.77
15.75
10.1
2.00
12.43
2.52
5.72
5.80
8.59
3.89
15.03
2.96
4.83
6.64
6.93
7.40
2.46
143.10

(Source : Secondary data-DoH, Karnataka)
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It is evident from the above tables, that the southern districts of Karnataka have more NVPTS
and northern districts have more of shadenet structures. This can be attributed to the agroclimatic conditions, economic conditions of farmers etc.

c) Coverage of Social Segments
The two schemes required a specific target to be attained under four social segments.
However, the actual achievements under these two schemes indicate that the coverage is far
below the target levels.
Targets stipulated under the programmes
Category
Percentage
Women
33.00
Scheduled Castes,
16.25
Scheduled Tribes,
6.50
Minorities
5.00
Physically Handicapped
3.50
(Source : Department of Horticulture- ToR )

Table- 49: Comparative Achievements in Social Segments under NHM and RKVY (in
percentage)
Segments
Target
NHM
RKVY
Total
Women
33.00
17.34
16.87
17.00
SC/ST
22.75
3.76
14.00
5.92
Minority
5.00
0.66
0.82
0.70
Physically Handicapped
3.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
(Source : Primary data analysis)

Districtwise, Schemewise and Categorywise coverage of social segment and
their Percentage
The number of beneficiaries schemewise, categorywise and percentage have been
presented as below. The table provides a clear picture of percentage of beneficiaries under
various social segments for comparison with prescribed targets.
NHM
District
Bagalakote
Percentage
Bengaluru Rural
Percentage
Bengaluru Urban
Percentage
Belagavi
Percentage
Chamarajanagara
Percentage
Chikkaballapura
Percentage
Chitradurga
Percentage
Davanagere

RKVY

Gen.

SC/ST

Minority

Total

22
100
176
97
51
98
24
96
23
96
70
100
20
91
25

0
0
6
3
0
0
1
4
0
0
0
0
2
9
2

0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
1
4
0
0
0
0
0

22
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182
52
25
24
70
22
27

Of which
Woman PH
4
0
18
0
41
0
23
0
10
0
19
0
3
0
12
0
6
0
25
0
16
0
23
0
7
0
32
0
4
0

Gen.

SC/ST

Minority

Total

9
90
32
97
23
96
44
85
0
0
17
94
1
100
8

0
0
1
3
1
4
8
15
1
100
0
0
0
0
0

1
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
0
0
0

10
33
24
52
1
18
1
8

Of which
Woman PH
1
0
10
0
7
0
21
0
5
0
21
0
5
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
28
0
1
0
100
0
0
0
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15
5
10
17
15
6
21
11
18
4
17
5
7

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

100
5
100
2
67
3
21
25
78
3
75
1
100

0
0
0
1
33
11
79
7
22
1
25
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

26
0
1
27
6
Ramanagara
96
0
4
22
Percentage
36
1
0
37
1
Shivamogga
97
3
0
3
Percentage
42
7
0
49
9
Tumakuru
86
14
0
18
Percentage
11
1
0
12
2
Vijayapura
92
8
0
17
Percentage
Grand Total
865
34
6
905
157
96
4
1
17
Percentage
Source : Secondary Data – Directorate of Horticulture, Karnataka

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7
100
16
100
7
88
4
67
207
85

0
0
0
0
1
13
2
33
34
14

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1

Percentage
Haveri
Percentage
Hassan
Percentage
Kalaburagi
Percentage
Kolar
Percentage
Mandya
Percentage
Mysore
Percentage

93
48
94
115
98
27
93
61
98
23
100
65
88

7
1
2
2
2
2
7
1
2
0
0
8
11

0
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1

51
117
29
62
23
74

5
3
14
32
4
1
7
16
8
6
243

0
1
20
0
0
4
29
7
22
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1
14
2
13
2
25
0
0
41
17

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Districtwise, Categorywise coverage of social segments under both NHM and RKVY
Scheme and their Percentage
District

Gen

Percentage

SC / ST

Percentage

Min

Of which

Percentage

Total
W

Percentage

PH

Percentage

Bagalakote

31

97

0

0

1

3

32

5

16

0

0

Bengaluru Rural

208

97

7

3

0

0

215

48

22

0

0

Bengaluru Urban

74

97

1

1

1

1

76

15

20

0

0

Belagavi

68

88

9

12

0

0

77

8

10

0

0

Chamarajanagara

23

92

1

4

1

4

25

6

24

0

0

Chikkaballapura

87

99

0

0

1

1

88

21

24

0

0

Chitradurga

21

91

2

9

0

0

23

8

35

0

0

Davanagere

33

94

2

6

0

0

35

4

11

0

0

Haveri

53

95

1

2

2

4

56

6

11

0

0

Hassan

117

98

3

3

0

0

120

17

14

0

0

Kalaburagi

30

70

13

30

0

0

43

10

23

0

0

Kolar

86

91

8

9

0

0

94

18

19

0

0

Mandya

26

96

1

4

0

0

27

4

15

0

0

Mysore

66

88

8

11

1

1

75

5

7

0

0

Ramanagara

33

97

0

0

1

3

34

7

21

0

0

Shivamogga

52

98

1

2

0

0

53

3

6

0

0

Tumakuru

49

86

8

14

0

0

57

11

19

0

0

Vijayapura
Grand Total

15

83

3

17

0

0

18

2

11

0

0

1072

93

68

6

8

1

1148

198

17

0

0

Gen- General,
SC/ST- Scheduled Caste/ Scheduled Tribe
Min- Minority Community, W-Women, PH – Physically Handicap
Source : Secondary Data – Directorate of Horticulture, Karnataka
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As may be seen from the table social segments show a relatively better performance
under RKVY over NHM. An analysis of the combined data of NHM & RKVY indicated that,
in Kalaburagi district, 30 per cent of the beneficiaries were from SC and ST category,
followed by Vijayapura (17%),Tumakuru (14%) and Belagavi (12%). No other district has a
reasonably good outreach under this segment.
Chitradurga region showed a highest coverage of women beneficiaries with 35 per
cent, followed by Chamarajanagara (24%), Chikkaballapura (24%) and Kalaburgi(23). The
major reasons for not adhering the set goals appears to be the lack of financial strength on the
part of the beneficiaries to meet the expenses required for erection of structure and cost of
cultivation and initial years of implementation of the scheme.
The individual data of NHM and RKVY reveals that the social segements performance
SC/ST beneficiaries is relatively better in RKVY(14%) than NHM (4%). Chamarajanagara,
Kalaburgi, Hassan, Mandya, Kolar have performed well in the segment and are above the
prescribed target. However in case of women beneficiaries the percentage performance under
both the schemes remains same at 17 per cent which is below the prescribed norm of 33 per
cent.

d) Quantum of Subsidy
1. During the period 2010-13, NHM scheme covered an area of 8,12,800 Sqm. and
incentivized a sum of Rs. 2,960 lakhs covering 905 beneficiaries.
2. Similarly, in RKVY an area of 6,18,200 Sqm. was covered during 2012-14, by
incentivizing an amount of Rs. 2,388 lakhs to 243 beneficiaries.
The data suggests that between NHM and RKVY, the number of units reduced, but the
average area per unit increased.

e) Selection of Beneficiary – Procedure
1. Field data indicated that 70 per cent of farmers got to know of the scheme through the
department and newspaper advertisements.
2. The balance 30 per cent beneficiaries were able to get the information through friends and
farmers.
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3. A seniority list was maintained at taluka level on first come first basis and a letter of
intent was issued to all the eligible beneficiaries.
4. After completion of the construction, the proposal was submitted to the Deputy Director
of Horticulture.
However, only one aberration was seen in Haveri district, in respect of one
Mr.Hanumanthagowda Doddagowda, where the location and the person could not be traced.

f) Training and Exposure Visits
One of the major requirements of the scheme is that a training be imparted to farmers
and officers regarding quality of material to be used for various types of protected structures,
designs, raising seedlings in such structures and production of fruits, flowers and vegetables.
It was also required to take farmers on study tour to institutions where rejuvenation
technology has been developed and adopted by farmers.
The field data indicated that under NHM, only 4 beneficiaries out of 27 and 2
beneficiaries out of 27 under RKVY received training. One person under NHM scheme and
two persons under RKVY had undertaken study tour. This is further confirmed by the fact that
most of the beneficiaries, in their feedback suggested that an intensive training is needed and
preferably hands on training. Under Private Initiatives, out of 34 farmers, 5 have undertaken
study tour and attended training programs on their own. This helped them to acquire required
skills and knowledge on protected cultivation.
In so far as nursery units are concerned, the beneficiaries were already in the business
of nursery plant production and hence shifting the activity to new structure was smooth and
experienced no difficulty under all the three initiatives.

2. Outcome Related Discussions
The purpose of evaluation is to study whether desired objectives have been achieved
or not. The exercise of evaluation has been accordingly set, and as suggested a comparative
study has been made between the two schemes as well as initiatives taken by farmers on their
own. The schemes had six objectives and evaluation format tried to capture the details through
a questionnaire among the sample beneficiaries.
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a) Pre- Development Stage
As per census 2011, Karnataka had around 5.11 lakh marginal farmers, 2.64 lakh small
farmers and 1.28 lakh big farmers, constituting a percent of 57, 29 and 14 respectively. Taking
into account, the capital-intensive nature of the scheme, representation across all the three
categories of farmers accounted for 15, 66 and 19 per cent respectively.
Irrigation Sources: Every farmer had irrigation facility with borewells as the main source (99
per cent). However, some have drilled new borewells to augment sources of water.
1. NHM – 10 New borewells were dug
2. RKVY- 13 New borewells were dug
3. Private- 18 New borewells were dug
Creation of additional water resources through borewells was on account of depletion of
ground water and resultant failure, due to drought effect in the region. An average the cost of
new borewell was around Rs. 3.00 lakhs per unit.
Cropping: The beneficiary farmers had their own irrigation resources and practiced
protective irrigation farming in pre-development stage. It is also evident that these farmers
grew flowers, fruits and vegetables in open cultivation.
Financial Ability: As per the information gathered and discussions held with the farmers,
they were able to mobilise funds on their own to meet the additional financial requirement for
the project, excluding subsidy.
Structures, Strength and Sustainability: Sustainability of structures and their design is
studied with following broad parameters.

1) Level of Abandonment
Quality of structure under three different initiatives is largely indicated by continuity
of activity in such structures. Following table indicates the levels of structural stability and
usage.
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Table-50: Comparison of Maintenance Status of Structures Under Three Initiatives (Nos.)

Well
Maintained
Repairs
required
Abandoned
Total

NHM
9

NVPTS
RKVY Private NHM
17
15
-

STS
RKVY
1

Private NHM
4
-

SGS
RKVY Private
4

4

2

7

1

2

2

2

-

-

9
22

2
21

1
23

2
3

1
4

1
7

2

2
2

4

(Source : Primary data)

It may be seen that the number of structures well maintained and abandoned indicate
that structures under RKVY and Private initiatives are better than NHM. However, this cannot
be a conclusive evidence, as the structures under NHM are relatively older as compared to
those under RKVY and Private initiatives.

2) Ability to Withstand Wind Damage
One of the major indicators of strength is ability of structures to withstand damage by
natural calamities, like wind damage. The following tables indicate the percentage of
structures damaged by wind and average area under each structures of different
initiatives.
Table-51: Wind Damage to Structures under Different Initiatives (Nos.)
Scheme
NHM
RKVY
Private

NVPTS

STS
10
5
10

SGS
1
2
0

Total
2
0
0

Percentage
13
48
7
26
10
29

(Source : Primary data)

Table-52: Average Area of Structures under Different Initiatives (Sqm.)
Scheme
NHM
RKVY
Private

NVPTS

STS
1083
2252
3237

SGS
1000
1865
2257

908
1080
10000

(Source : Primary data)

It is observed that under NHM, despite having smaller structures, percentage of
damage by wind is the highest and this indicates that these structures were more
susceptible to damage. Smaller structures are generally stronger than larger spanned
structures.
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3) Conformity to Specifications
The data on conformity to specifications indicates that the percentage of
structures not conforming to broad technical specifications are observed more under
NHM.
Table-53: No of Structures “Not Conforming” to Norms among Initiatives (Nos.)
Scheme
NVPTS Percentage
STS
Percentage
SGS
Percentage
NHM
12/22
55
3/3
100
2/2
100
RKVY
3/21
14
1/4
25
2/2
100
Private
9/23
39
1/7
14
1/4
25
(Source : Primary data)

Thus, the percentage of structures “not conforming” to the broad technical
specifications (introduced under RKVY 2013-14) are seen under NHM. It is
interesting to note that non-conformity is higher in private enterprises as compared to
RKVY but lower to NHM. This perhaps is due to the second-hand construction
material used by private enterprises with a view to reduce costs. Likewise, the
percentage of structures not conforming to standards may be attributed to the absence
of specific guidelines and standards at that point in time.
Table-54: Cost of Structures per Sqm. under different Initiatives (Rupees.)

Scheme
NHM
RKVY
Private

NVPTS
700
800
506

STS
333
370
172

SGS
350
178

(Source : Primary data)

It can be inferred from the above table that, under NHM and RKVY, the cost
of structure is comparable. While, under private investments the cost per Sqm. is low.
Private initiatives have made conscious effort to reduce cost of structure by ingenious
means.
From all the above 3 indicators, it is obvious that in the absence of specific
guidelines, the NHM structures are mechanically weaker in comparison to cost
incurred. During the course of field visit it was observed that the quality of material
used is compromised in respect of Trusses, Purlins and gutter length.
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b) Cost of Structures and Benefits of Subsidy
In case of NHM and RKVY subsidy is given to the extent of 50 per cent of the cost
of structure making the investments more viable. The effect of subsidy on the “Net Cost
of Structure for average area under each initiative” was examined and details are
provided in the following table
Table-55: Comparative Net Cost of Structures per Average Unit Area (Sqm) under
three initiatives (Rs. In lakhs)
Scheme
NVPTS
STS
SGS
Av.Area
Cost Av.Area
Cost
Av.Area
Cost
NHM - Costs
Actual /Unit Area
1083
7.70
1000
3.33
908
3.02
Subsidy
4.81
3.17
0.57
Net Cost
3.89
0.16
2.45
Net Cost/Acre
14.37
0.70
9.80
Cost/Acre -No
28.44
14.67
12.08
Subsidy
RKVY
Actual Cost/unit Area
Subsidy
Net Cost
Net Cost/Acre
Cost/Acre -No
Subsidy
Scheme
Private
Actual Cost/unit Area
Subsidy
Net Cost
Net Cost/Acre

2252

18.03
10.03
8.00
14.21

1865

6.90
4.79
2.11
4.53

32.02
NVPTS
Av.Area
Cost
3237

16.38
16.38
20.24

1080

14.80
STS
Av.Area
Cost
2257

3.88
3.88
6.88

-

SGS
Av.Area
Cost
10000

17.80
17.8
7.12

(Source : Primary data)

The farmers under private initiative have invested Rs. 20.24 lakhs per acre. The
point to be noted here is that without subsidy the cost of structures per acre under NHM is
28.44 lakhs/acre while it is Rs. 32.02 lakhs/acre in RKVY.
The cost per acre for shadenet houses namely STS and SGS gives a skewed figure
because of low samples size besides variation in the area.

c) Preferred Crops/ Purpose of use of Structure
Farmers have chosen certain horticultural activities to be undertaken in the structures
under the three initiatives. Under protected cultivation, farmers preferred cultivation of
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vegetables, namely coloured capsicum, green capsicum with tomato and cucumber in
rotation. Floriculture is next in the order covering gerbera, rose, carnation and
chrysanthemum. It is interesting to observe that under private initiatives, cultivation of
roses is predominantly practiced. Further, the NVPTS structure was rarely used for
nursery activity.

d) Other Infrastructures
In order to evaluate financial viability of the investment, investments made in other need
based infrastructure is considered. These include irrigation source, irrigation systems,
post-harvest management infrastructure and equipment.

(e) Agro Climatic Zones and Preferred Structure
A perusal of primary data and secondary data indicates the following preferences. However, it
needs to be noted that such preference has a direct relation to capital formation on one part and
ability to mobilise capital in these zones.
Zone
1
2
3

Agro-Climatic Zones
North Eastern Transition
North Eastern Dry Zone
Northern Dry

4

Central Dry

5

Eastern Dry

6

Southern Dry

7

Southern Transition

8

Northern Transition

9

Hilly
Source : Primary data.
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District
Kalaburagi
Kalaburagi
Bagalkote
Vijayapura
Belgavi -Athani
Chitradurga
Davanagere
Hassan - Arasikere
Bengaluru Urban
Bengaluru Rural
Kolar
Chikkaballapura
Ramanagara
Tumakuru - Gubbi
Mysuru
Mandya
Tumakuru - Kunigal
Chamarajanagara
Hassan – Belur
Shivamogga

Preferred Structure
Shade House
Shade House
Polyhouse
Shade House
Polyhouse
Shade House
Polyhouse
Polyhouse
Polyhouse
Polyhouse
Shade House
Polyhouse
Polyhouse
Polyhouse
Shade House
Polyhouse
Shade House
Polyhouse
Polyhouse
Polyhouse

Haveri
Belagavi - Bailhongal
Belagavi - Khanapura

Polyhouse
Polyhouse
Polyhouse
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The above is the pattern observed in the secondary data collected from the department from
different districts. A detailed data is also provided in side bar under page no. 13.

(f) Impact of Subsidy on Total Cost
As a part of the evaluation of economic benefits to beneficiaries, the total
investment comprising the cost of structure and other investments in the project is
summarized below. In the following table, the net of subsidy cost concept is used and the
total cost of project up to commencement of cultivation activities is observed to be at Rs.
17.65 lakhs per acre for NHM, Rs.22.59 lakhs per acre under RKVY and Rs. 24.97 lakhs
for private initiatives.
Table-56: Comparison of Total Investments
and cost Rs. in lakhs)
Scheme
NVPTS
Area
Cost
NHM
Total Cost/Unit
1083
10.29
Subsidy
4.81
Net Cost/Unit
5.28
4000
19.50
Per acre
Cost/Acre -No Subsidy

RKVY
Total Cost/Unit
Subsidy
Net Cost/Unit
Per acre

STS
Area
Cost

SGS
Area

Cost

1000

3.33
3.17
0.16

908

4.60
0.57
4.03

4000

0.70
13.32

4000

17.75
20.26

38.00

2252

22.58
10.03
12.55

1865

10.64
4.79
5.85

-

-

4000

22.29
40.11

4000

12.54
22.82

-

-

3237
3237
4000

20.21
20.21
24.97

2257
2257
4000

5.84
5.84
10.35

10000
10000
4000

24.58
24.58
9.83

Cost/Acre -No Subsidy

Private
Total Cost/Unit
Subsidy
Net Cost/Unit
Per acre

made in three Initiatives (Area in Sqm

Note: In respect of SGS of NHM, subsidy disbursed is disproportionately less in case of 2 SCP beneficiaries
for which reasons are not known, hence aberration in figures.
(Source : Primary data)

It is further observed that without the subsidy, the project cost would be Rs. 38.00
lakhs per acre under NHM, Rs. 40.11 lakhs per acre under RKVY and Rs. 24.97 lakhs per
acre for private initiatives. However, incentives are very helpful, in popularizing and
promoting protected cultivation among farmers. Thus, there is need for rationalizing the
investments under Government Schemes.
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It is further opined that cost of structures is predetermined with a ceiling in the form
of cost norms, which is a fixed rate for each type of structures. However, the cost depends
on the materials used. A considerable number of beneficiaries are more or less adhered to
brought standard and hence there is no scope for comparison of costs across the agroclimatic regions. In case of Private entrepreneurs the scope for comparison across regions
is once again limited because of lack of entrepreneurship in Central Dry zone, and all
northern zones or perhaps the ability to invest required capital in these regions. Important
factor that affects private enterprises is lack of service providers and production
technology leading to higher rates of failures.
Private enterprises have thrived only in Eastern dry zone of Bangalore, Kolar,
Chikkaballapura,, where both service providers and markets access is well developed.

e) Crops and Profitability
In all the three initiatives, major crops grown are Gerbera among flowers, and
coloured capsicum under vegetable crop. Green capsicum and nursery activities are
preferred under STS and SGS. Average profitability of flower and vegetables crops under
NVPTS. A detailed analysis indicates that Subsidy plays a very important role in making
the unit financially viable. With subsidy the IRR ranges between 40% to 114% in some
agriculture activity. Gebrra and Capsicum provide stable economic situation, while flower
crops of Roses, Chrysanthemum and carnations require a specialized cultivation approach.
Nursery activity too has proven to be highly profitable. Under all the three initiatives, SGS
and STS have also proven to be highly viable as per calculations.
As per the said table, it is evident that Gerbera is the most profitable crop, followed by
Roses and Capsicum. Most of the beneficiaries have cultivated exotic crops which
complies with the objectives of the scheme.
Under private investments, the profitability is much higher compared NHM and RKVY.
This could be attributed to larger extent of area, higher commitments and better
management practices, apart from higher price realization.
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Table-57: Comparison of Profits from Crops –NVPTS under 3 initiatives (Rs. in lakhs.)
Details

Av. Area
in Sqm

Gerbera

Chrysanthemum

Roses

Capsicum

NHM
Profits/unit
Profits/acre

1083
4000

3.61
13.33

-

-

0.83
3.06

RKVY
Profits/unit
Profits/acre

2252
4000

6.04
10.73

-

4.78
8.50

2.13
3.78

Private
Profits/unit
Profits/acre

3237
4000

13.91
17.19

6.19
7.64

8.74
10.80

9.05
11.18

(Source : Primary data)

Having studied the profitability of crops under NVPTS, it is important to assess if the
total investments made under each of the initiatives is financially viable. A simple technique
of amortization is adopted to see if annual amortizations are covered by profits. The following
table shows the annual installment commitments that arise for each type of initiatives.
Table-58: Annual Amortization - Net Cost of Structure and Total Net Investments (Rs.
in lakhs)
Net Cost- Structure
Equated Yearly
Total Net
Equated Yearly
Installments
Cost
Installments
NHM
14.37
2.86
17.65
3.51
RKVY
14.21
2.83
22.29
4.44
Private
20.24
4.03
24.97
4.97
Note; Equated yearly Installment is 19,920/- per lakh per annum @ 10% on 7-year term.
(Source : Primary data)

All the crops can service annual dues of the structure cost and leave substantial surplus for
farmer under NHM, RKVY as well as Private investments. Even the total cost including other
developments can be recovered with surplus. In any case, without subsidy, the repayments
and profits are adversely affected. Further, the profitability of crops cultivated under SGS and
STS were examined. The data shows skewed figures due to small sample size. Wherever
NVPTS structures are involved across all agro-climatic zones, the crop selection is invariably
coloured capsicum and to some extent tomato and other flowers crop. Large number of
floriculture units are seen in Eastern dry zone and a sporadic presence is seen in Vijayapura
and Belgavi district. On the whole, the crop selection in NVPTS structures is more towards
exotic crops like exotic vegetables and flower crops of gerbera and rose. Chrysanthemum is
more of rotation crop. This is true across NHM, RKVY and Private initiatives too. In Hassan,
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Mysore, Chamarajanagar and Mandya districts, use of NVPTS for Nursery to produce
vegetable crop plugs is preferred.
Under STS and SGS structures the most preferred crop is green capsicum and production of
nursery plants. This is once again across the agro-climatic zones.
The choice of crops for cultivation under protected cultivation is limited to capsicum, rose,
gerbera, chrysanthemum crops in general. Tomato is a rotational crop. However there are
exceptions in use of NVPTS structure like, use of 500 sq. mtrs NVPTS structures for seed
production of exotic crops like salvia, production of coriander and enhancing production (by
increasing pollination) period of vegetable crops in seed production especially in Ranebennur
area is very much visible.
There is not much difference in productivity of crops across regions, except that in the central
and northern agro-climatic regions, the adoption of production technology is still not up to the
mark.

Lessons from RKVY for NHM
1. Strict enforcement of construction specifications, especially the height and roof
support structures can provide better stability to structure.
2. There is slow but steady implementation under RKVY with only 243 units while
NHM under took construction of 905 units in 3 years. The units under NHM are
highly scattered while under RKVY they appear to be more in congregation.
3. Except this there is no major change noticed as there is lack of support infrastructure
under both the scheme.

Existing Cropping Pattern & Suggested Cropping Patterns
It is by far, forgone conclusion that the protected cultivation is more suited for intensive
cultivation of vegetable crops, flower crops and nursery activities. Given the fact that the cost
of such structures is high, the suggested crops need to be highly profitable. Hence availability
of a mature market for crops and availability of support services/ service providers decides the
crop choice.
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A. Southern Dry & Southern Transition Zone: As discussed earlier, the southern dry
zone, and southern transitional zones (Mysore, Mandya, Chamarajanagara and Hassan
and parts of Tumakur Districts) are very well known for open field vegetable crop
production like Tomatoes, Potatoes, Brinjal, French beans etc. There is no mature
market available for exotic vegetables and flower crops. (one unit producing roses in
Mysore has not been able to sustain owing to crop production issues as well as
distance to the markets). In this region, the protected cultivation structures are used
generally for nursery, and small structures of around 1000 sq. mtrs are most suited for
such activities.
Suggested Crops: This region has good sources of irrigation and quality of water is
much better, especially low electronic conductivity of water (higher Electronic
conductivity causes soil salinity). Hence there is potential to develop good clusters of
protected cultivation of exotic vegetables and flowers, subject to development of
service providers in technology as well as maintenance of structures. Since production
in clusters can be of very high order, there is need for exploring specific markets in
domestic and international arena. Nursery activity will continue as per requirement.
B. The eastern dry zone consisting of Bangalore, Kolar, Chikkaballapura and parts of
Tumakuru are dependent on rain fall and borewell irrigation. Existing crops are
Tomato, French bean and other field vegetables in the normal course.
However, it has been more than 25 years since first polyhouse based cultivation of
flowers was introduced and it has carved out space for service providers in cultivation
of crops as well as maintenance of structures. There is also development of market for
flower crops and exotic vegetable crops. Hence there is response from farmers to
undertake these crops under protected cultivation.
Suggested Crops: This region will continue to suffer on account of limitation of
irrigation by borewell water and its quality apart from issue of soil salinity. This region
also poses limitations of damage to structures by pre-monsoon showers and storms
accompanied by gale winds. Almost, it has become an annual feature. Hence there is
higher demand for STS and SGS structures that are cheaper to maintain. Hence there is
movement towards cultivation of local vegetables under STS and SGS structures.
Green Capsicum, French beans and tomatoes are being successfully tried. Farms in
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this region will continue to cultivate exotic vegetable crops of coloured capsicum,
flower crops of gerbera, roses and chrysanthemum.
C. Central Dry zone: The districts of Chitradurga, parts of Tumakuru and Davanagere re
not traditionally vegetable of flower cultivating districts. They are known for Maize,
coconut and arecanut plantations. The statistics from Department of Economics and
statistics of 2013-14 indicates very low area under suitable crops for taking up
cultivation under protected cultivation. The four beneficiaries under sample from this
region have attempted to grow tomato and capsicum crops.
Suggested crops: This area is a dry zone, except the Tunga Bhadra River zone in
Davanagere, where good quality of water is available. A cluster approach provides
scope for production of flower crops in this region since altitude is reasonably high at
2000 Mtrs and that this region is very well connected to Bangalore Internationl Flower
Auction Center, as well as to Goa and Mumbai markets, with very well developed
National Highway.
D. Northern Transitional Zone: Haveri and Belgaum districts are covered under this
region. Parts of Haveri are in vegetable seed production business and but parts of
Belgaum (Bailhongal) are more in to sugarcane production. Once again these are not
traditional horticulture crop belts.
Suggested Crops: Farmers have indicated that vegetable seed production under
polyhouse conditions gives better yields. However profitability of such increase in
production is not commensurate to make it a viable investment. Hence protected
cultivation has limited growth unless it is highly incentivized to mke it a viable
investment. On the contrary, the Belagavi district is showing an inclination towards
production of flowers and vegetables under protected cultivation to harness Goa,
Mumbai and Pune Markets.
E. Northern Dry, North Eastern Dry, North Eastern Transitional Zones: These regions
with Vijayapura, Bagalkote, Kalburgi districts are not traditional vegetable or flower
crop production centers. They are drought prone districts and hence the promotion of
protected cultivation gets restricted to places where dependable irrigation source is
available. Yet the scope gets highly limited as they do not have access to developed
markets.
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Suggested Crops: Generally STS structures are most suited for this region, as they
present dry hot conditions for most parts of the year. Cultivation of tomatoes and
French beans and even brinjal under low cost STS and SGS is probably best suited.
F. Hilly Zone: Among the random samples, only Khanapura Taluk in Belgaum is covered
under NHM. The entrepreneur here is cultivating Broccoli and capsicum under NVPT
structure.
Suggested Crops: Anthurium, English vegetables and capsicum are most suited for this
zone.

f) Issues in Management
There are some issues that have been examined which affected the cultivation and are
specific to structures used in cultivation. They are as follows:
Table-59: Comparison of Issues in Cultivation under PCS under Different Initiatives (Nos.)

Issues
Power related
NHM
RKVY
Private
Disease Related
NHM
RKVY
Private
Pest Related
NHM
RKVY
Private

NVPTS

STS

SGS

Total

Percentage

10
11
17

1
1
2

0
1
3

11
13
22

50
48
65

6
3
2

0
1
0

0
0
0

6
4
2

22
15
5

7
4
3

0
1
1

0
0
1

7
5
5

26
19
15

(Source : Primary data)

Power related issue is conspicuous under private initiatives, It is equally a serious
issue for NHM and RKVY schemes.
The

beneficiaries under private initiatives were able to manage both pests and

diseases relatively better than NHM and RKVY beneficiaries.

g) Farming Practices
Good agricultural practices involve soil fertility management, adoption of integrated
nutrient and pest management practices. The data on levels of adoption are detailed below:
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Table-60: Comparison of Practices Adopted in Protected Cultivation (Nos.)
Issues
NHM Percentage RKVY Percentage Private Percentage
Soil Test
15
63
19
70
26
76
Exotic Crops
18
75
21
78
25
74
INM
5
21
12
44
18
53
Reduced Fertiliser use
3
13
11
41
16
47
IPM
6
25
10
37
19
56
Rain Water harvest
5
21
12
44
10
29
(Source : Primary data)

Soil testing is practiced periodically across all the three initiatives besides adopting
drip irrigation and fertigation. These two require management of soil fertility and neutrality,
especially in an intensive crop management.
There is an increased adoption of INM, with increase in area of structures and
accordingly the RKVY and Private Initiatives out perform NHM units. Owing to practice of
INM, there is reduced usage of fertilisers especially under RKVY and private initiative over
NHM.
The IPM is practiced more under private initiatives and moderate under RKVY, while
it is poor under NHM. It could also be due to the fact that under smaller units of NHM, pest
control is easier requiring simple chemical control, while larger structures under RKVY and
private initiatives need IPM measures.
Practice of rain water harvesting was very moderate across all the three schemes, with
RKVY recording 44 per cent implementation which is higher than NHM and private
initiatives. However, RWH of late is becoming popular among farmers as a felt need.

h) Post-Harvest Handling
Post-harvest handling of vegetables like capsicum and tomato involves grading and
packing. No beneficiaries practiced pre-cooling and cold storage across all the three
initiatives. However, some of the floriculture units especially the ones that are away from
market centers have adopted small scale pre-cooling and cold storage as well as grading
facilities.
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Table-61: Creation of Post-Harvest Facilities – No of units under Different Initiatives

Issues
NHM Percentage RKVY Percentage Private Percentage
Post Harvest
2
7.00
5
19.00
5
15.00
Pack House
3
11.00
8
30.00
10
20.00
Pre-cooling/Cold Store
3
11.00
2
7.00
4
12.00
(Source : Primary data)

The necessity of post-harvest handling has increased with area of structure and
cultivation of flower crops. Accordingly, the adoption is high in RKVY scheme and private
initiatives.
Post-harvest management facilities are related to scale of operations. Considering the
average rea of 1083 sq. mtrs under NHM and around 2000 sq. mtrs under RKVY,
provisioning post harvest facilities at individual level is unviable. Implementation of scheme
is highly scattered and there are hardly any cluster based post harvest management facilities in
the state. Hence very basic management like grading, cleaning of produce is followed at farm
level.

i) Grading and Packing
Manual grading, cleaning and packing practices were adopted in vegetable and flower
crops. Packing of vegetables in crates in selected crops for long distance transport was
observed. Flowers are made in to bunches and transported in buckets. There are no separate
facility or machinery used for this purpose.

j) Engagement of Empaneled Agencies for Maintenance.
Maintenance of structures is a major issue. During field visit, it was observed that
farmers did not engage empaneled agencies for this purpose and required materials were
sourced on their own, repairs undertaken by using locally available skilled labourers.
However, 2 farmers engaged consultants under NHM and RKVY and 5 persons were
outsourced by farmers under private initiatives for repairs and maintenance. It is interesting to
note that farmer to farmer exchange of views on technology and procurement of inputs was
evident at field level. Although there is an agreement with the department by empaneled
agencies, the farmers have opined that these agencies have limitations as explained above. It is
very evident that the empaneled agencies are only service providers for structures. They do
not have crop cultivation expertise. The level of expertise is minimal and may not serve the
purpose
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k) Marketing
The beneficiaries of floriculture units marketed their produce at city market and
International Flower Auction Centre, Bangalore, across all the three initiatives. Farmers in
Belagavi, have an access to Mumbai and Goa markets.
Vegetable farmers on the other hand have direct marketing arrangement through
agents and the prices realized appear to be very reasonable.
Only one farmer was member of cluster group under NHM, while none of the sample
beneficiaries had joined any cluster under RKVY. Under private initiatives, 3 farmers have
taken benefit of pre-cooling facility in cluster as a member.

l) Other Benefits
Beneficiaries have not availed any benefits under any scheme across all the three
initiatives. The study team could not find any evidence of convergence of schemes for
availment of benefits.

m) Training and Exposure Visits
One of the parameters of evaluation was to ascertain the literacy level of beneficiaries. As
per the data 75 per cent of the beneficiaries have had education, up to matriculation. It is
worth to mention that most of these beneficiaries combined their traditional knowledge of
agriculture with new skill sets that require moderation of light, temperature and humidity in
intensive cultivation of crops. Discussions with farmers helped to identify the new skill sets
acquired by them.
1. By participation in the schemes and experience gained a great majority of farmers are
now aware of specifications for the structure and quality of material to be used in
construction.
2. Most of the farmers have acquired ability to erect shadenet structures on their own by
purchasing raw material and hiring skilled labourers and some have acquired skills and
art of repairing and replacement of polyhouse plastics.
3. Some of the beneficiaries adopted soil test based fertility and plant nutrition
management.
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4. While some have demonstrated the skill to handle

high density population in

Capsicum, Gerbera and realized higher income.
5. Some have adopted crop rotation as a means to manage thrips and nematode in
NVPTS.
6. The second-generation farmers have acquired the skills in fertigation techniques.

n) Awareness of Modern Techniques in Horticulture
A very few farmers under the three initiatives are aware of new technology of soil less
cultivation like aeroponics, hydroponics. A vast majority of farmers are hesitant to adopt this
due to higher costs .

o) Perceived Problems and Suggestions by Farmers
The beneficiaries, while expressing the problems, experienced by them protected
cultivation, have suggested the following as probable remedies.
1. Every beneficiary must be provided with an effective training on all aspects of
protected cultivation before commencement of the project.
2. Some of the farmers have expressed that for want of adequate fund allocation from
the department, their applications are pending.
3. Some of the beneficiaries of polyhouses have expressed the need for incentivizing
replacement and insurance coverage for damages due to adverse climatic
conditions,
4. A majority of farmers have expressed that they do not have package of practices or
protocols for cultivation of crops under protected cultivation.
5.

Farmers desired a marketing arrangement for horticulture produce, similar to that
of milk procurement, processing and sale.

6. Some beneficiaries have expressed that loans in cooperative sector are costlier.
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Cultivation of crops under protected cultivation structures is catching up world over to
gain higher production and profits per unit area and with focus on quality of products, so
much so that when established in clusters, like the way farmers have done in Almeria region
of Spain (36,000 hectares of polyhouses), it develops in to an industrial scale bringing about
unprecedented progress in rural economy. It promotes customized production of fruits and
vegetables and can monopolize markets for products, like the Almeria region commanding a
major share of tomato market in Europe.
In such efforts, the results have shown that there is pressure on natural resources,
especially water, and increase in seasonal demand for labour (resulting in high turnover of
migrant labour). Studies have shown that there is tendency to build pest and disease loads
resulting in high degree of pesticide use. Efforts made in India are still scattered and
rudimentary where despite introduction of PCS technology around two and a half decades
ago.
With a large population of small farmers scattered all over the 18 districts and
struggling to get better profits out of PCS technology, a movement like in Almeria region is
needed. The Schemes of NHM and RKVY implemented by the department of Horticulture,
Government of Karnataka is a beginning in this direction, though it may appear slow.
Evaluation of the schemes captured earlier, certainly throw up, some learnings for mid-course
corrections.
There are a very few studies made with respect to implementation of protected
cultivation of crops in developing countries. One such study was made by World Vegetable
Center at Taiwan titles” Does protected cultivation has place in Sub Saharan Africa?” The
findings of the study are:
1. Low-tech protected cultivation techniques are not suitable in all climatic conditions in

sub-Saharan Africa and
2. It needs to be combined with other methods to ensure adequate pest control;
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3. The profitability of protected cultivation techniques relies on the capacity to offset

increased production costs by higher yields and higher selling prices to be obtained
with off-season and/or higher quality products;
4. Breaking with existing cropping systems, the lack of technical support and skills, and

the limited access to investment funding are major obstacles to the adoption of
protected cultivation techniques by smallholders; and
5. Life cycle assessments conducted in northern countries suggested that more efficient

use of agricultural inputs would offset the negative impacts of protected cultivation
techniques if they are properly managed,
The Spanish Model and the Sub Saharan studies in a way suggest that cluster approach is
necessary to provide efficient support in terms of technology of cultivation, and technological
support for maintenance of such structures. Such cluster approach in each cropping zone
needs to be further supported by research in efficient utilization of resources and a definite
market for the products aimed in the clusters. The Spanish Model focuses Tomatoes and
Cucumber, while the sub-Saharan study the focus on crops appears to be scattered. It is in this
backdrop of little available study that the study of protected cultivation is carried out.

1. First Impression
The NHM and RKVY schemes have encouraged protected cultivation among 1148
farmers over a span of 4 years between 2010 and 2014. The schemes though missed targets in
securing coverage of social segments of SC/ST, Minority Community and Women Farmers,
yet the achievements are by no means small. Protected cultivation calls for substantial
investments. As per the data, a 1000 Sqm. structure requires, in all a sum of Rs. 12.35 lakhs
investments. Even after deducting incentive presently available (Rs. 4.68 lakhs) farmer needs
to raise funds to an extent of Rs. 7.67 lakhs. Any misstep in the financial management will
certainly expose such farmer in to financial crisis.

2. Capacity Building and Inherent Capacity
The first objective of the schemes is “To improve the economic status of farmers by
producing quality flowers and vegetables in off season (high rate) and to increase yield /
productivity in flower and fruit cultivation”.
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The Nudge Theory of an intervention under NHM and RKVY scheme, is just not a
push of technology, but a drive to attain efficient resource management system in horticulture.
This sector has a large population of small and marginal farmers who have limited access to
technology, resources and financially vulnerable. Hence the scheme should begin with a
orientation on commercial and technical feasibility and financial viability issues.
The study revealed that the schemes did not provide a sound capacity building in any
of the aspects required for protected cultivation. As such, there was a demand from farmers to
provide required training before the project is undertaken. In most of the parameters evaluated
in respect of capacity building the results are not encouraging. However, wherever the
performance of the structures, covering successful cultivation of crops, resulting in to
profitable and surplus generation of income, are attributed to farmers efforts, their traditional
knowledge skill and eagerness to adopt new technologies etc.
The study has also shown that abandonment of structures was common in all the three
initiatives at varied proportions. Among the problems experienced by farmers, wind damage
and power cuts constituted the major chunk.
In so far as choice of crop is concerned, farmers had the advantage of pre-project
knowledge on cultivation of flowers, fruits and vegetables which perhaps was handy for an
early adoption to the newer technologies like protected cultivation structures was evident from
data. The beneficiary farmers also learnt the skill relating to planting pattern, plant population
soil management and pest-disease management.

3. Structures
In all, 1148 structures were established over a period of 4 years under NHM and
RKVY put together. Among the three structures, NVPTS (65 per cent) is preferred and ranked
first among farmers followed by STS (22 per cent) and the least was with SGS (13 per cent)
The demand for these structures is different in each agro-climatic zone for different
purposes. In the districts of Hassan, Mysore and Chamarajanagara districts inclination is
towards more of nursery activity and therefore STS and SGS are preferred. In the districts of
Bangalore rural and urban, Kolar, Chikkaballapura and Belagavi , cultivation of flowers and
vegetables is more focused and hence preference for NVPTS. Like-wise other districts too had
preference for production of vegetables under the STS and SGS. In any case, Haveri district
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favoured vegetable seed production under NVPTS. Preference of NVPTS is in districts where
agro-economic situation of beneficiaries is fairly comfortable. The preference between STS
and SGS is purely an economic decision and driven more by availability of granite pillars.

4. Design, Strength and Continuity
NVPTS: Various data collected and analyzed indicate that the NVPTS structures under
NHM scheme were not of required standards in terms of strength and longevity of assets,
despite being smaller in size. The structures under this scheme recorded highest rates of
damage by winds and abandonment. The structures under RKVY however showed better asset
life despite being more than double the average area in size of each unit and comparatively
lesser levels of abandonment.
The above statements indicate that stability of structure has improved with passage of
time and their costs are also getting rationalized. This indeed is a noticeable development in
the post implementation period that will help realise the objectives of Nudge Theory to push
technology to affordable levels.

5. STS and SGS:
Shadenet house with Tubular Structures formed 23 percent of the total structures
constructed under NHM and RKVY together. The observations on conformity of structures to
the norms in respect of STS and SGS have indicated that the height of the structures did not
conform to the specification in some cases.
Shadenet house with Granite Structures form around 12 percent of the total structures
under NHM and RKVY. Among 132 SGS structures, a sample of 4 were evaluated on the
field. Under RKVY 100 percent of the units had been abandoned, while NHM and Private
Initiatives had none abandoned. The NHM had both the samples in damaged state, while
Private initiatives showed all the samples in good shape. These two types of structures are in
greater demand among farmers in districts like Kalburgi, Vijayapura and Chitradurga which
are traditionally drought prone.
It is observed that STS and SGS structures are mostly preferred for nursery activity
apart from cultivation of green capsicum. It is worth mentioning that granite pillars provide
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stability to structure besides, appreciating in value as compared to the structure of STS, where
the tubular structure gets depreciated.

6. Crops and Economic Activity.
The second major objective of NHM and RKVY schemes has been “to promote
production of non-local or exotic flower or vegetables”. This has been largely achieved.
More than 57 per cent of the beneficiaries under NHM and RKVY preferred cultivation of
vegetable crops as compared to 29 per cent of flower production. Coloured capsicum and
English cucumber were major exotic vegetables, Gerbera, Roses and carnations were flower
crops grown under NVPTS.
One of the main reasons for cultivation of such crops is the availability of markets and
demand. Investments made in NVPTS is nearly 5 times higher than STS and SGS. The exotic
vegetable and flower crops were found to be remunerative and viable. The profits realised
ranged between Rs. 3.06 lakhs to Rs. 17.19 lakhs per acre.
Green capsicum is the most preferred vegetable crops under SGS and STS has
returned profits of Rs. 2.40 lakhs per acre to 8.08 lakhs per acre, which is good enough to
recover investments.
One of the positive impacts of NHM and RKVY scheme is slow and steady
development of production protocol for cultivation of exotic vegetables and flowers at
farmer level. Farmers have gained expertise in management of pests and diseases, production
of quality vegetables and flowers, fertigation, and soil fertility management.
The third objective of NHM and RKVY is to encourage farmers to take up Green
House cultivation to suit the interest of consumers after globalization”. It is true that in the
post globalisation scenario, the demand for exotic vegetables and flowers has increased.
Likewise, as the culinary preferences have changed, and so are food habits. The Hotels,
Restaurants and Caterers (HORECA) segment and hospitality industry has seen a 15 percent
growth, year on year and the floating population has added to such demand and growth. The
increase in trend for establishing chain of restaurants and hotels has given rise to demand for
vegetables of exotic nature. On the other hand, multiple uses of flowers have helped to create
a separate industry and Karnataka has emerged as floriculture destination in the country in the
international market.
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In 1992 there were hardly 22 floriculture units. Presently, NHM and RKVY have
added 216 floriculture units and 426 exotic vegetable producing units under NVPTS in
Karnataka.
The fourth objective of NHM and RKVY schemes is “to generate employment for
skilled and unskilled workers”. It is very pertinent that the intervention created employment
at multiple levels encompassing construction of structures, fabricators, welders and engineers,
consultants and skilled labourers directly. The above two schemes have created around 9 lakh
mandays of direct employment
At the secondary level, the crop cultivation being an intensive activity has generated
substantial employment opportunity for agricultural skilled labourers. Most of the units, under
RKVY and NHM have a set of labourers trained in skills of handling exotic crops, including
family labour and not to discount the managerial efforts of the family.
Apart from the above, protected cultivation has created employment opportunity in the
following sectors.
1. Nursery activities
2. Custom Hiring of tractors, cultivators and agricultural equipments.
3. Transportation of goods and materials
4. Input supply chain.
5. Professional consultants in agriculture and finance management.
Optimal use of water and reducing depletion of water table as well as reduced usage
of plant protection chemicals is one of the objectives of the two schemes. It is a noble
objective but difficult one to attain in a medium term.
Irrigation Water Sources: The study revealed that all the units created under the
schemes are largely dependent on borewells, a few farmers adopted rain water harvesting
systems to supplement irrigation under NHM (21 per cent) and RKVY (44 per cent).
Discussions with farmers indicate that rain water harvest in smaller units is negligible for
year-long use, while in larger units yielded substantial quantity. However of late, farmers are
keen in adopting rain water harvesting systems to augment irrigation requirement. Every unit
is using drip irrigation to achieve efficient use of water. Fertigation technique is adopted in
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most of the units, leading to reduced use of fertilizer. Lastly, the use of plant protection
chemicals is a concern in such cultivation practices. Most of the farmers experienced
difficulty (especially under NHM scheme) to control thrips, nematodes and powdery mildew.
However, there is an evidence of growing awareness on the part of farmers to adopt IPM and
INM practices to reduce incidences of pests.

7. Specific Evaluation Questions
The terms of reference has given a task, to find out certain aspects of NHM and
RKVY schemes as well as private initiatives with respect to beneficiaries. The evaluation
exercise indicates following specific answers to these questions
a) Eligibility of beneficiary: The benefits of protected cultivation have been extended to
eligible beneficiaries only
b) Selection of Beneficiaries in prescribed ratio[33% Women, 16.25% SCs,6.50% STs,
Minorities 5%, and, Physically Handicapped 3.5%].Prescribed ratio has not been
achieved across social segments of SC/ST, Women Beneficiaries, Minority
community beneficiaries and physically handicapped beneficiaries, for want of
applicants in respective groups.
c) Extension of Benefits to Farmers on Lease Lands: In the existing scenario and
limitations, there is no scope for leasing of lands for agriculture activity in Karnataka.
If suitable amendments are brought to the concerned legislative acts and rules in
vogue, to facilitate leasing of lands, it is possible to consider extension of schemes to
farmers who take lands on long lease.

8. Comparison of Structures under Three Initiatives:
The analysis has clearly indicated that in respect of NVPTS, under private initiatives,
was comparatively lower than NHM and RKVY schemes. The aggregate cost of structure
under private initiative is around Rs. 550/- per Sqm. which is lower compared to approved
cost norms under both NHM and RKVY. Hence there is scope to study the options, to
rationalize cost norms.
Private Initiatives standout in respect of stability and quality of structures with least
damages among the samples, followed by RKVY. Structures under NHM are found to be
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more vulnerable for damage. This was witnessed in samples affected by wind damage and
abandoned units. It was observed that productivity was relatively better in all the three types
of structures as compared to open cultivation. On the whole, RKVY and Private initiatives
come fairly closer to each other in productivity, while NHM structures suffer and lag behind.

9. Issues in Maintenance of Structures and Drip Lines.
The major issue in management of polyhouses and other structures is wind damage. It
is higher in Bengaluru, Chikkaballapura, Kolar and Haveri districts. It is very important for
the schemes to ensure that the tubular support structures are strengthened to withstand the
wind damage especially in pre-monsoon summer rains. Damage to plastics and shadenet
house can be managed while the cost of damage to structure is expensive and unmanageable
at small farmer level.
The other major issue is that the drip lines suffer from blockage, because of poor water
quality in borewells coupled with fertigation.

10.Cropping Pattern and Suitability
Under all the three initiatives, the NVPTS structures have a clear pattern of preference
for flowers cultivation, if the units are nearer to Bangalore or other urban areas like Mysore,
Mandya, Belgaum and Hassan. Vegetables crops of coloured capsicum is most preferred crop
in all the districts. In Kolar, Chikkaballapura and Bengaluru districts, second preference is
tomato crop. Cucumber is grown as a rotational crop followed by capsicum. The cropping
pattern followed by farmers in Bengaluru, Kolar and Chikkaballapura are quite suitable for
present market conditions.
Flower crops of Roses, Chrysanthemum, Carnations and Gerbera are the best, suited
for Bangalore region and to some extent Belagavi region is also suitable for floriculture,
because of access to markets in Goa and Mumbai. This zone is also suitable for coloured
capsicum production under NVPTS, as technology has been perfected and the market for this
crop has stabilized. Taking into account a vast area of vegetable seed production in Haveri and
Koppal districts, NVPTS structures are more desirable for seed production.
In the districts of Chitradurga, Vijayapura and Kalburgi the prevailing agro-climatic
conditions are suitable for shadenet structures. The districts of Hassan, Mandya and Mysore
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are developing in to a hub, for vegetable cultivation. Pilot project may be initiated to study the
feasibility and suitability of PC structures for crops preferred in this region.

11.IPM and INM
Adoption of IPM and INM practices are not to the appreciable level. However, there is
growing awareness among farmers to learn and adopt different cost-effective measures in pest
management through IPM techniques. In any case, crop cultivation under protected structures,
with adoption of IPM and INM concepts requires a continuous counselling / advisory
mechanism in place.

12.Rain Water Harvesting
The NVPT structure is ideally suited for rain water harvesting. Not many have adopted
this technology as could be seen from the data. Rain water harvested will not only augment
irrigation source but also helps to leach out salts to address the issue of salinity. Traditionally
drought prone districts like Kolar, Bengaluru and Chikkaballapura are in frontline in adopting
this concept.

13.Empaneled Agencies
Most of the empaneled agencies are fabricators who have constructed structures. There
is a provision for agreement between farmers and fabricators for execution and maintenance
of the structures and accordingly there are four instances where the agencies have replaced
faulty products and helped farmers. In agro-climatic zones of northern regions (excluding
Belgavi), there is a clear dearth of professional service in respect of structures. There is need
to develop, crop specialists to aid farmers with respect to management of intensive production
of exotic crops and management of crops thereafter. There is need for long term soil fertility
management specialists and such professionals can be successful farmers.

14.Training and Study Tours
The field study shows that a very small percentage of sample farmers have received
formal training and were taken on a study tour by the department. Therefore, there is demand
for training, mostly about quality of structure, materials used and cultivation practices of
exotic crops. It is observed from the study that most of the training initiative is from farmers
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who got themselves trained at HTC Pune. There is evidence of high degree of learning by
farmers from one another and from experienced farmers. There is no secondary data available
on training. However the district heads of the programme have confirmed having conducted
one day intensive training programmes on cultivation of exotic crops. On the whole there is a
clear inadequacy of training visible on the field.

15.Post-Harvest Management
The results of the study, show that pre-cooling, cold storage facilities, reefer vans and
marketing infrastructure are not provided by the department to any of the individuals or
clusters of farmers. As a matter of fact none of the sample farmers were members of any
clusters nor had any benefits of it in marketing.
Farmers of floriculture units on the other hand had their own small packing and
grading facility besides a functional pre-cooling facility. These units had access to organized
markets like IFAB, Bengaluru and even participated in auctions.
Vegetables producers did not practice pre-cooling, but resorted to manual grading and
packing was in crates in larger units. Green capsicums are packed in gunny bags and sent to
markets through agents at farm gates.
There were no instances of any linkage of farmers with HOPCOMS or SAFAL among
sampled farmers. However the beneficiaries in Belagavi, Bengaluru, Kolar, Chikkaballapura
and Hassan farmers have developed their own marketing networks through agents in
Bangalore, Mumbai, Goa and some go as far as Delhi and Kolkota.

16.Convergence
No convergence whatsoever was visible with any other governmental development
programmes. Although district heads in their interactions have indicated convergence with
regard to micro-irrigation and rain water harvest scheme, such integration has happened only
lately under Krishibhagya scheme.

17.Agro-climatic Zones
Initially the schemes were made available in only 3 agro-climatic zones. It was desired
to know whether the scheme could be extended to all the 10 agro-climatic zones. In fact both
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RKIVY and NHM schemes have been implemented in 18 districts spread across 9 out of 10
agro-climatic zones. In our opinion, and based on the studies, in dry zones and hilly zones
shadenet structures can succeed as they are cost effective. Even in the 10th zone, namely the
coastal zone, the shadenet structures can be very useful to cultivate vegetable crops. NVPTS
structures are recommended to be implemented in areas with really good water for irrigation
and even in zones where borewells have lower EC and water table is lower than 300 ft. In
zones, where borewell water has higher EC, and more depth, soil salinity problems and
providing water if the borewells fail is a larger economic issue.

18.Other technologies
An attempt was made to elicit information among beneficiaries regarding awareness of
other technologies like soil less cultivation. The awareness level is very poor and there is no
eagerness among farmers to adopt such new technologies. However, the interaction with
farmers have revealed that farmers are interested to improve productivity and expand
cultivation under protected structures.

19.Financial Viability of NVPTS
NVPTS: There are two distinct investments to be considered for viability, namely the
cost of structure alone and cost of investment plus other necessary developments that are
required to make the unit usable and sustainable for cultivation. The cost of structure alone
was analysed using simplest method. Under NVPTS, the approved cost norm is Rs. 935/per Sqm. In order to make this cost viable, farmer has to earn 33% profit on cost, (which
includes 14% towards recovery of principal amount invested, 10% Interest and 9% risk
coverage or prfoits to farmers). Thus, to service and earn small profit, the farmer has to
earn a profit of Rs. Rs. 308/- per annum per Sqm. However, by virtue of 50% subsidy, this
requirement is reduced to Rs. 154/- per Sqm. This level is perhaps attainable as many
farmers have achieved. Exotic Crops like Roses, Gerbera, Chrysanthemum and Coloured
Capsicum and Tomato are the crops that are presently considered by farmers. These crops
have a strong domestic markets and hence they are capable of yielding profits up to Rs.
300/- per Sq. Mtr. Hence the farmer can easily meet the target of earning rs. 154/sq. mtr in
units where costs are subsidized to the extent of 50%.
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Similarly, the cost norms for STS structures are at Rs. 474/ per Sq. Mtr and the cost
reduces to Rs. 237/- per sq. mtr and requires an annual profit of Rs. 78/- per sq. Mtr to
service the investment. Generally, this structure is used for cultivation of vegetables like
green capsicum and nursery. Most of the successful farmers have easily achieved this
profit level.
As regards SGS structures the approved cost is Rs. 265/Sq. Mtr and with incentive the
cost is reduced to Rs. 132.50/ Sq. Mtr. This level requires a profit of Rs. 44/- per Sq. Mtr.
These structures once again used in nurseries and in production of green capsicum, field
beans and tomatoes. Successful farmers have attained the required levels very easily.
The break even size concept for protected cultivation at individual farmer levels are set
by Mission on Development of Horticulture Government of India for all the national
schemes. A fulfledged project with all the amenities required for an independently
operational NVPTS is 5 acres. However the objective of NHM and RKVY is to nudge the
small and marginal farmers, who have very low capital formation towards taking up
intensive production. Hence the break even size will expand exponentially if the smaller
units are in clusters. With all standard amenities like packhouse, primary processing and
all necessary infrastructure including technical consultancy in the cluster. Hence the team
at IAT keeping in mind the larger objectives of the scheme, has considered individual
units profitability over the break even size. It is also opined that a cluster provides better
crop planning with mapping of market demands than individual units established with all
amenities.
20. General Inferences
a) The objectives set forth for the schemes are largely met. The skill set being acquired
by farmers to establish protected cultivation structures on their own is commendable.
1. A total of 1148 beneficiary have been identified under 2 schemes in 9 out of 10
agro-climatic zones for extension of subsidy.
2. The average size of the unit is small enough and farmers have not been greatly
exposed to financial risk.
3. In many places farmers have taken interest and succeeded in being model farms for
others to learn.
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4. Farmers are turning in to service providers, especially in technology for
management of crops.
5. Farmers have learnt and understood concepts of making higher profits per unit area
than extensive cultivation, especially under vegetable crops.
6. Farmers in general have reaped economic status by undertaking cultivation of
exotic crops and flower cultivation
7. Having taken up production of exotic crops, farmers have found means and ways
to tie-up for marketing of produce.
8. The cultivation under protected structures have increased employment opportunity
as the cropping season is extended beyond six months and the intensity of cropping
demands a perfected schedule of skilled and unskilled labour.
9. There is optimal use of water and resources and more so because of practice of
fertigation.
10. The last objective of reducing depletion of water table cannot be confirmed. In
Kolar, Tumkuru Vijayapura, Bengaluru, Chitradurga and Haveri districts there is
over dependence on borewell water for irrigation.
b) The skill set acquired, for cultivation of exotic vegetables and flowers, through selflearning, and on trial and error basis is equally appreciable. In urban and semi urban
areas, farmers have shown interest to change from open field horticulture to intensive
horticulture through protected cultivation. This shift is very conspicuous in and around
urban areas owing to higher productivity per unit area apart from quality besides easy
accessibility to markets.
c) Interestingly, there are no instances of any duplication of benefits, as observed among
the random samples.
d) It is needless to mention, that there is a dire need to continue the scheme is a
comprehensive manner. In addition to the existing components of the scheme, it is
essential to include other required components.
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21.Cost Benefit Analysis and Break Even Size
The scheme has clearly set the size of the farm to be extended between 1000 Sq. mtrs
and 4000 sq. mtrs. As per NHB scheme the break-even size is 2 hectares or 5 acres for
protected cultivation structures especially for floriculture. The team at IAT also agrees
with the fact that 2 ha units can be most viable unit provided the cost also includes
other amenities like a pack house, cold room, cleaning grading facilities and a precooling room, automatic drip irrigation system along with fertigation chambers etc.
However both under NHM and RKVY as well as private initiatives many small
farmers have set examples to prove that even 500 sq. mtrs of polyhouse can be a viable
unit, while units with 4000 sq. mtr with all facilities have struggled with production
issues.
With a large number of small farmers with hardly any capacity to bring in capital, The
break even size is improper to be determined, as it defeats the very objective of
increasing productivity per unit area of small farmers. The break-even size for such
smaller operations can be attained by forming clusters of small farmers and providing
them common post-harvest management facility. Hence the approach of the schemes
need to change to form a cluster of 20 hectares in a location and ensure that all
parameters are in place, especially good water (low EC), power, post-harvest and
marketing arrangement. More than that there is need to keep ready a crop production
specialist, especially an educated farmer and a structure maintenance specialist.
A specific answer to cost benefit analysis is that a unit should be in a position to earn
profits of Rs. 330/- per Sq. Mtr area for an investment of Rs. 1000/- per sq. mtr (the
cost includes subsidy component) to be viable and sustainable. If this formula is
followed and a proper crop plan to ensure such profits for farmer is arrived then the
units as proposed under NHM and RKVY become viable. A detailed working of
Capsicum, Rose and Gerbera Crops attached to indicate what is their investment
sustainability per Sq. Mtr.
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22.Span of the Structures
Taking in to account that most of the agro-climatic zones face the problems of
summer storms, thereby causing damage to the structures, the following feed back is
received from farmers and service providers. Accordingly
a. The average span for a polyhouse structure (NVPTS) is 8 M x 4 Mtrs. And that is
also maximum suggested as the cost of support structure increases owing to larger
span and the need for extra strength thereof. Almost every NVPTS has been
constructed with a span of 8 Mtrs. Wherever damage is seen, it is the strength of
the support at gutter height is a weak link. Every service provider or empaneled
agency firmly adhere to this span.
b. In the case of STS and STS, the average span was found to be 6 M x 4 M. Farmers
and the empaneled agencies do not exceed this span as they have observed that the
damages by wind are more with increased span. Some experts suggest that a
square design of 5 M x 5M is also strong and sustainable. It is therefore suggested
that a study needs to be separately done to evaluate strength of such structures in
different agro-climatic zones by a scientific agency to come out with
recommendation for each zone on strength as well as the level of control needed
for climatic factors like light, temperature and humidity. (parameters like height,
light permissibility of shadenets and extent of irrigation to maintain humidity.

23.Agro Climatic Zones and Crops
The Eastern Dry Zone comprising of Bangalore, Kolar, Chikkaballapura and
Ramanagara, account for cultivation of vegetable crops and flower crops. Most of
them cultivate Capsicum crop, Gerbera, Roses and Chrysanthemum under NVPTS
structures. In Kolar district, the shadenet houses are very well managed to grow
tomatoes and vegetables. In Tumkur district however, the preference was seen towards
nursery activity. This zone is by far most successful as they have access to markets as
well as the number of units here form a cluster.
The Sothern Dry zone, comprising of Mysore, Mandya, Chamarajanagara and
Hassan generally field vegetables crops are cultivated in large tracts and they include,
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tomatoes, brinjal and locally preferred vegetables. Hence most of the entrepreneurs
prefer shadenet houses for undertaking nursery activity.
Northern Eastern Dry Zones, North Eastern Transitional Zone, Central dry
zone, Northern Dry zone, Northern Transitional zone as well as Hilly zone (only one
unit) we see a lower participation in cultivation of crops under protected cultivation
structures, and farmers prefer cheaper version of shadenet houses mostly to avoid
financial risk. It is observed that in this region, the structures are scattered and
technology for erection of NVPTS as well as for cultivation of crops is not easily
available. Hence failure rates or abandonment is also observed to be higher.
Belagavi district presents and exception as the farmers here (northern Belgavi)
are progressive and are known for vegetable cultivation and hence prefer NVPTS
structures and have succeeded in developing necessary protocol for cultivation of
crops under these structures.
The units in these zones are highly scattered, do not present the form of a
cluster and also lack easy access to markets with the exception of Belagavi district.
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OPINION OF THE DISTRICT HORTICULTURE OFFICERS
1. All the 18 district Deputy Director of Horticulture, where the schemes were
implemented opined that schemes be continued.
2. Other important suggestions made are summarized as below.
(i)Empanelment of the Fabricators.
(ii)Higher allocation of Budget.
(iii)Comprehensive scheme to be formulated covering post harvest handling,
equipment and machineries.
(iv)Separate Package of Practice be developed for the crops grown under protected
cultivation and also new crops be suggested.
(v)Increase financial assistance for small farmers.
(vi)Subsidy may be provided in 3 annual installments for better monitoring.
(vii)Encourage automation and climate controlled structures.
(viii)Promote aeroponics and hydroponics technology as water saving technologies.
(ix)Training on structure and crop cultivation.
(x)Promote solar pumps and pack house.
(xi)Co-operative loan system need modifications.
(xii)Back ended subsidy only to be provided.
(xiii)Extend subsidy for replacement and repair of poly sheet and structure.
(xiv)Payment of subsidy directly to Fabricator.
(Source : Primary data analysis)
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DEVELOPMENTS / IMPROVEMENTS AFTER THE STUDY
PERIOD OF PROTECTED STRUCTURES UNDER NHM
(2010-11 TO 2012-13) AND RKVY (2012-13 TO 2013-14)
1. Specifications for protected structures has been improved / strengthened to
withstand a wind velocity upto 130 kms by incorporating a detailed technical
specification for various items inclusive of materials for protected structures.
2. Rain water harvesting system has been made a mandatory component of the scheme.
3. Insurance for the structure against natural calamity is also Incorporated as a
component of the scheme and the cost to be met by the construction agency.
4. Production of training certificate having two days of training cum workshop is made
mandatory before release of assistance to the beneficiaries.
The guidelines / scheme implementation are being subjected to a continuous
monitoring by the Directorate of Horticulture and required modifications are being
brought out with necessary approval. A Technical Committee headed by the Principal
Secretary, Horticulture Department with all the stake holders as the members has been
constituted during the year 2016. This Committee will look into design, material
requirement, specifications and costing for Protected cultivation structures
periodically.
The procedure of inspection regarding adherence of the quality has also been
strengthened with formation of joint inspection team at the district level consisting of
district Deputy Director of Horticulture, Bank Manager, KVK Agronomist,
Construction Agency and beneficiary.
A Committee under the Chairmanship of Chief Executive Officer of the district has

been constituted for approved of the beneficiary list. A system has been developed for
systematic selection of beneficiaries.
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Further, the Committee opined that, during evaluation of protected structures under
NI-llvf & RKVY, less number of samples (54 beneficiaries) have been surveyed.
Hence, the outcome will not give the true picture at the ground level. It is also
suggested to incorporate the other opinion given by the Department officers.
(Source : Department of Horticulture)

Observations of the Consulting Agency
The sample size has been determined in the Terms of Reference (ToR) for both RKVY
& NHM schemes,

approved by the Technical Committee including the Department of

Horticulture. The sample size has also been approved in the Inception Report.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
Technical expert team of IAT, having undertaken the study to evaluate the two
flagship programs on protected cultivation structures under NHM and RKVY, examined all
the available data and held interactive sessions with the beneficiary farmers and implementing
officers of the department, and is able to prepare a report as scheduled.
The observations made, and inferences drawn have been framed into issues for mid
course corrections. Recommendations are made under three categories namely short term,
long term and recommendations requiring policy changes.

1. Short Term Practicable Recommendations:
a) Capacity Building:
A large number of beneficiary farmers did not receive any formal training before
taking up protected cultivation relating to structures, crop management, choice of
crops, etc. Farmers also expressed that they need a comprehensive training on all
aspects of protected cultivation in advance.

Recommendations:
i.

In order to achieve the desirable levels of capacity building, it is
recommended that a comprehensive training schedule be prepared and
organized at institutes of State Agricultural Universities, Indian Council of
Agriculture Research Institutes and Department of Horticulture and at
recognized private Organisations.

ii.

The training needs of farmers should be a continuous process and training
should be a pre-requisite to qualify as a beneficiary under scheme for
protected cultivation.

iii.

Some beneficiaries have been a source of excellence in production of fruit,
flower and vegetables recording sustainable productivity and revenues.
Such farmers‟ units are to be recognized as “Learning centers” so that the
new beneficiaries are trained and aided in self learning of techniques and
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skills needed for sustainable management of production under protected
cultivation.
iv.

10% of the budget of the scheme may be allocated to capacity building
programme as this component is pivotal for accomplishment of the scheme
objectives to a very large extent.

b) Beneficiary Selection
The present system of beneficiary selection is not systematic. Most of the time it
depends on availability of funds. No serious thought has been given to prepare a list of
beneficiaries in advance so much so that the perceived problems in selection of
beneficiaries are reduced and lapse of funds due to non-availability of beneficiaries is
avoided.

Recommendations:
i.

The department of horticulture should initiate action to develop procedure and
design format for getting the application of prospective beneficiaries in advance to
avail benefits.

ii.

A seniority list shall be prepared and kept ready at taluka/ district levels before
commencement of the year.

iii.

Action may be taken to give wide publicity for the knowledge of prospective
beneficiaries.

iv.

Online registration of applicants may be introduced with all checks and balances.

v.

The unsanctioned applications if any, of the previous year be considered in the
subsequent years for sanction.

c) Cluster Approach for Marginal Holdings
i.

Irrigated Districts like Mandya, Mysore, Hassan and Davanagere have
large number of very small holdings, it is recommended to evolve a pilot
scheme to implement polyhouse based horticulture in single location/
Village Clusters which can have all logistics in place.
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ii.

Similarly, Pilot schemes are necessary to try soil less cultivation
techniques, like elevated cultivation under polyhouse in problematic soils
like saline and alkaline soils.

iii.

Lastly the tunnel cultivation techniques appear to be highly suitable for
short duration vegetable crops and seed production of short duration
flowers and vegetable crops.

iv.

Similarly, there are Passive Solar Green/polyhouses that are sturdier,
affordable that are suited for small farmers. These can be tried on pilot
basis.

d) Crops and Cultivation Practices
For most of the Horticulture crops which are cultivated under open cultivation
have package of practices covering cultivation and management aspects.
Unfortunately, such detailed protocols are not available for protected cultivation of
horticultural crops.

Lack of technical information on structures; design aspects

covering variety selection, media, irrigation schedule, nutrition, pests and diseases
management and post-harvest management has adversely affected the scheme
implementation. Further the beneficiary farmers have also expressed their desire to
have a comprehensive crop production manual under protected cultivation.

Recommendations:
i.

It is recommended that State Agriculture Universities and the IIHR may
identify crops that are suitable and profitable for cultivation under all of the
protected cultivation structures. However crops like Cabbage, Chilies,
Spinach and Cauliflower may also be promoted apart from the present
crops grown under protected cultivation viz., Capsicum, Gerbera, Rose,
Carnation, Tomato, Cucumber etc.

ii.

It is recommended that an expert committee comprising of concerned
experts from Agriculture/Horticulture universities, Indian Institute of
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Horticulture Research and officials of department be formed to develop a
comprehensive crop cultivation manual covering all aspects.
iii.

Secondly, a technical unit consisting of crop specialists to provide
specialized domain technical know-how to farmers has to be created. This
technical unit may be located at two places, one at Bangalore and another
at Belagavi, to cater to the needs of farmers. This set up would go a long
way in implementation and monitoring of the programme in an effective
manner. This may be coordinated through University of Horticulture
Sciences.

iv.

A pool of experts be empaneled from the experts available with Institution
of Agricultural Technologists or in the private sector who are agriculture
technologists with special knowledge on protected cultivation, so that
farmers can be provided with advisory services as and when required on
the lines of Karnataka Milk Federation where fees of such professionals
may be made as a part of capacity building component of the scheme.

2. Long Term Practicable Recommendation
b) Structure Related issues
It is observed that structures were damaged due to winds(around 34 percent)
across the all the initiatives. It was greatly due to non conformity of structural
standards. As a result, they were vulnerable for damage. This has led to abandonment
and discontinuation of cultivation in some cases. This is not only a financial loss, but
also resulted in inefficient use of public money. Hence there is an immediate need to
restore damaged structures.

Recommendations:
i.

It is recommended to identify all the damaged structures and extend
financial support for replacement of plastics and shade-nets and make
them functional.

ii.

It is felt necessary to prepare structural design, specifications along with
costs suitable for different agro-climatic zones. In this connection, it is
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suggested that the „experts services‟ available with Indian Institute of
Science/ Indian Institute of Technology be taken advantage of. This helps
to avoid all the shortcomings observed hitherto.

Marketing Issues
Many beneficiaries found difficulty in marketing of produce (especially those
with smaller area of structure and located in interior places) and sought a marketing
model similar to that of Karnataka Milk Federation. The state also indicated that there
is no organized marketing network available for sale of produces from protected
cultivation.

Recommendation:
To adopt and identify area suitable for protected cultivation and design the
scheme implementation in such a way that a pool of beneficiaries are located in
clusters (not scattered) and provide integrated cluster marketing or on a farmer
produce organisation model or even on KMF model of procurement, processing and
marketing.
Hence, in order to study and develop a workable marketing model, it is
suggested to constitute a committee of experts drawn from concerned institutions/
organizations and model be put into operation on priority.

3. Recommendations Requiring Change in Policy
a) Extension of schemes to beneficiaries with lands on a long lease is one of the
major policy issue that emerged. In Karnataka state, the land reforms act does not
have provision for leasing of lands for agriculture purposes and the existing
procedures are also too time consuming.
This adversely affects farmers in adopting protected cultivation on leased lands on
various counts. It also affects brand creation for exports whenever companies venture
into protected cultivation.
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Also, the cost of structures and other investments are high in protected cultivation.
Hence, it is difficult for farmers to mobilize funds through institutions and most often
they resort to private borrowings. Hence, recommendations

Recommendations
i.

To amend the land reforms act to facilitate a long term leasing of lands for
agriculture/ horticulture purposes with ease of process, for hi-tech cultivation
practices/ protected horticulture with high investments. This encourages private
investments and productivity in the sector.

ii.

The system of release of subsidy could be made similar to that of National
Horticulture Board.

iii.

Interest subvention needs to be considered for the project

undertaken by

farmers with bank loans without availing scheme subsidy.
iv.

Adoption of rain water harvesting technology and installation of solar power
generation units to argument power shortage be made part of the project and
the investments other than structure and drip irrigation should also be
considered for incentivizing.

b) Convergence of Other Schemes
Government of India and State Government have launched several
programmes for development of agriculture, horticulture over years. Focused
development of horticulture received attention only in recent years. The objectives
and scheme guidelines issued have shown variability so much so that the yardsticks/
parameters prescribed in different schemes often led to confusion and criticism at
farmers level. It has also hampered implementation.
Multiplicity of the schemes to achieve the broad objectives would no way help
in achieving set goals. In this direction, it is felt necessary to simply the guidelines /
procedures and rationalize cost norms and subsidies to be provided to beneficiaries.
Therefore, it is recommended to prepare a comprehensive horticulture
development plan for Karnataka with an emphasis on protected cultivation by merging
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ongoing schemes and their components. In order to achieve this, it is suggested that a
team of experts from development departments and other stake holders be constituted
to study all the ongoing schemes and merge the components so as to have a
comprehensive plan in place.
The Technical team of Institution of Agricultural Technologists, Bengaluru
strongly feel that the scheme is very important to drive the rural economy and shall be
continued with necessary mid-course corrections recommended in the report.
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1. VERY SMALL UNIT – NVPTS – NHM-2012-13
Name of the farmer

Mr. Shantegowda

Address

Agro-Climatic Zone

Survey No. 98/2
Village: Ramenahalli
Taluk: Belur
District: Hassan
Southern Transition Zone

Farmer Category

General
Small Farmer- 3 acres

Source of Irrigation

Borewell

Farming Type

Vegetable Grower

Benefit Availed under

NHM – NVPTS – Tunnel

Area of the Structure

525 Sq. Mtr Single Span 8M X 65M

Cost of Structure

Rs.3.39 Lakhs (Rs. 645/Sq. mtr)

Subsidy Received

Rs. 1.70 lakhs

Net Cost

Rs. 1.69 lakhs (Rs. 321/sq. mtr)

Break even profit for Net Profit

Rs. 0.56/- lakhs per year (33% of

(14%

for

Principal

Recovery,

10% Investment) (Rs. 106/ sq. Mtr)

interest + 9% risk coverage)
Crops Cultivated under NVPTS

Salvia Seed Production & Coriander

No of Crops per year

2

Sales per annum

Rs. 1.00 lakhs (Salvia Seeds Rs.40000/- +
Coriander Rs. 60,000/-)

Cost per annum

Rs. 0.20 Lakhs (Contract Production of
Salvia Seeds -10 Kgs) + Coriander leaves
for Market on own)

Net Profit

Rs. 0.80 Lakhs(Rs. 150/Sq. Mtr)

Profit Percentage to Net Investment

47
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Mr. Shantegowda has a 525 Sq.Mtr Tunnel with 8 Mtr Span. He has erected this unit
with a loan from Namdhari Company, Bangalore with an agreement to cultivate salvia
for seed production every year. Under the contract he produces around 8 to 10
kilograms of seeds and supplies. The company recovers principal and interest and
provides him balance sum. There is no Bank funding.

In summer months, he

cultivates leafy vegetables and more particularly Coriander and makes sizeable profit.
There are instances when he has cultivated three short duration crops and made good
profits.
He uses drip irrigation and has innovated to use power sprayer as a fertigation unit
using a simple joiner to drip system. He is aspiring to expand by another 525 Sq. Mtr.
The unit is now almost 6 year old and not damaged even once. Poly cover and the
structure are in good condition.
This case shows that low cost tunnels could be an answer to small and marginal
farmers providing least risk.
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2. VERY SMALL UNIT – NVPTS – NHM-2012-13
Name of the farmer

Mr. Suresh

Address

Agro-Climatic Zone

Mysore Bogadhi Main Road,
Village: Shettynayakanahalli
Taluk: Yelawala
District: Mysore
Southern Transition Zone

Farmer Category

General
Small Farmer- 4 acres

Source of Irrigation

Borewell

Farming Type

Nursery

Benefit Availed under

NHM – NVPTS -Saw Tooth Model

Area of the Structure

500 Sq. Mtr Single Span 8M X 65M

Cost of Structure

Rs.3.60 Lakhs (Rs. 720/Sq. mtrs)

Subsidy Received

Rs. 1.80 lakhs

Net Cost

Rs. 1.80 lakhs (Rs. 380/sq. mtrs)

Break even profit for Net Profit

Rs. 0.63 Lakhs per year (Rs. 126/ sq.

(14%

for

Principal

Recovery,

10% mtrs)

interest + 9% risk coverage = 33% of
Investment)
Crops Cultivated under NVPTS

Nursery (Vegetable Seedlings )

No of Crops per year

Seasonal and based on demand

Sales per annum

Rs. 3.00 Lakhs

Cost per annum

Rs. 2.40 Lakhs (Tomato Seedlings)

Net Profit

Rs. 0.60 Lakhs (Rs. 120/Sq. mtr)

Profit Percentage to Net Investment

33

Suresh is Struggling to maintain his unit. He has borrowed Rs. 1.90 lakhs in the form
of gold loan and has not been able to repay the loan. Two years were very difficult as
there was drought like situation and could not get enough orders. He now intends to
take up capsicum production in this unit. Polyhouse is in very good condition.
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3. STANDARD UNIT – NVPTS – NHM 2010-11
Name of the farmer

Mr. H.S Mahesh

Address

Agro-Climatic Zone

Survey No. 2
Village: Honnarayanahalli
Taluk: Nelamanagala
District: Bengaluru
Eastern Dry Zone

Farmer Category

General
Marginal Farmer- 2 acres

Source of Irrigation

Borewell

Farming Type

Vegetable Grower

Benefit Availed under

NHM – NVPTS -Saw Tooth Model

Area of the Structure

1500 Sq. Mtr

Cost of Structure

Rs.14.18 Lakhs (Rs. 945/Sq. Mtr)

Subsidy Received

Rs. 7.10 lakhs

Net Cost

Rs. 7.08 lakhs (Rs. 472/sq. mtr)

Break even profit for Net Profit

Rs. 2.33 lakhs /- per year (Rs. 156/ sq.

(14%

for

Principal

Recovery,

10% Mtr)

interest + 9% risk coverage)
Crops Cultivated under NVPTS

Gerbera

No of Crops per year

1

Sales per annum

Rs. 10.50 lakhs (3 lakh flowers)

Cost per annum

Rs. 5.70 lakhs

Net Profit

Rs. 4.80 lakhs (Rs. 320/Sq. Mtr)

Profit Percentage to Net Investment

67

This is a classic case of profit making from a unit nearby Bangalore with access to
flower market and a well developed market for flowers. Yet the unit is not cultivating
any crop for last two years for want of water as the borewell failed. He has made
enough profit in first three years
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4. STANDARD UNIT – NVPTS – RKVY – 2012-13
Name of the farmer

Mr. Shivakumar

Address

Survey No. 32
Village: Inam Uttanahalli
Taluk: T Narasipura
District: Mysore

Agro-Climatic Zone

SouthernTransitional Zone

Farmer Category

General
Big Farmer- 5 acres Irrigated

Source of Irrigation

Borewell / Canal

Farming Type

Floriculture

Benefit Availed under

RKVY-NVPTS – 2012-13

Area of the Structure

2040 Sq. Mtr

Cost of Structure

Rs.18.05 Lakhs

Subsidy Received

Rs. 9.00 lakhs

Net Cost

Rs. 9.05 lakhs (Rs. 444/sq. mtr)

Break even profit for Net Profit
(14% for Principal Recovery,
interest + 9% risk coverage)
Crops Cultivated under NVPTS

Rs. 3.00 lakhs per year (Rs. 150/ sq. Mtr)
10%
Roses

No of Crops per year

1

Sales per annum

Rs. 14.00 lakhs (5 ton production)

Cost per annum

Rs. 7.50 lakhs

Net Profit

Rs. 6.50 lakhs (Rs. 318/Sq. Mtr)

Profit Percentage to Net Investment

66

Mr. Shivakumar is a resource rich person. He has established said unit along with a
processing facility and a pre-cooling room. He has reported decent earnings, but in the
second year he had problems of water shoots in his unit. He requires technical
guidance on rose management. This being his fourth year, he has learnt by trial and
error to manage the crop. The unit is immaculate condition and is fully operational.
Flowers are being marketed in Mysore and Bangalore.
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5. STANDARD UNIT – STS – RKVY – 2012-13
Name of the farmer

Mr. Dadasaheb Makbula Sanadi

Address

Survey No. 58
Village: Madhabari
Taluk: Athani
District: Belagavi

Agro-Climatic Zone

Northern Transitional Zone

Farmer Category

General / Minority Community
Big Farmer- 6 acres

Source of Irrigation

Borewell

Farming Type

Vegetable Grower

Benefit Availed under

RKVY-STS – 2012-13

Area of the Structure

1008 Sq. Mtr

Cost of Structure

Rs.5.62 Lakhs

Subsidy Received

Rs. 2.81 lakhs

Net Cost

Rs. 2.81 lakhs (Rs. 280/sq. mtr)

Break even profit for Net Profit
(14% for Principal Recovery,
interest + 9% risk coverage)
Crops Cultivated under NVPTS

Rs. 0.93 lakhs /- per year (Rs. 93/ sq. Mtr)
10%
Capsicum

No of Crops per year

1

Sales per annum

Rs. 2.00 lakhs (5 ton production)

Cost per annum

Rs. 0.50 lakhs

Net Profit

Rs. 1.50 lakhs (Rs. 150/Sq. Mtr)

Profit Percentage to Net Investment

54

Mr. Sanadi has a good knowledge of market and prices for vegetables. He plans the
crops very well to capture good prices. Even with tomato crop, he has managed to get
4 tons yield and prices of Rs. 30/- per kilo. He ensures that he earns a minimum profit
of Rs. 1.20 lakhs in his shadenet house per annum. Being a big farmer he has ability to
withstand the risks of investment. The unit is well maintained despite being 4 year old.
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6. STANDARD UNIT – SGS – RKVY-2013-14
Name of the farmer

Mr. Ayyappayya Hiremath

Address

Survey No. 22
Village: Padankatti
Taluk: Badami
District: Bagalkot

Agro-Climatic Zone

Northern Dry Zone

Farmer Category

General
Small Farmer- 3 acres

Source of Irrigation

Borewell

Farming Type

Vegetable Grower

Benefit Availed under

RKVY-SGS

Area of the Structure

1080 Sq. Mtr

Cost of Structure

Rs.2.64 Lakhs

Subsidy Received

Rs. 1.32 lakhs

Net Cost

Rs. 1.32 lakhs (Rs. 122/sq. mtr)

Break even profit for Net Profit
(14% for Principal Recovery,
interest + 9% risk coverage)
Crops Cultivated under NVPTS

Rs. 0.44 lakhs /- per year (Rs. 44/ sq. Mtr)
10%
Capsicum

No of Crops per year

1

Sales per annum

Rs. 1.00 lakhs (5 ton production)

Cost per annum

Rs. 0.25 lakhs

Net Profit

Rs. 0.75 lakhs (Rs. 75/Sq. Mtr)

Profit Percentage to Net Investment

57

Mr. Ayyappayya Hiremath Constructed the Stone Pillar shadenet structure, to cultivate
Capsicum crop. He succeeded in getting good yield for the unit area and good price
too. But he abandoned the project for want of water. He lamented lack of training and
said he was unable to invest on eveloping source of water for his unit. He is happy
because the stone pillars appreciate in value and it can help him recover the investment
made in one form or the other. He is unable to revive the unit.
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7. STANDARD UNIT – NVPTS – RKVY-2012- 13
Name of the farmer

Mr. Dundappa B Hanchimane

Address

Survey No. 78
Village: Hirebaagewadi
Taluk: Kasba
District: Belagavi

Agro-Climatic Zone

Northern Dry Zone

Farmer Category

General
Small Farmer- 4 acres

Source of Irrigation

Borewell

Farming Type

Nursery

Benefit Availed under

RKVY-NVPTS 2012-13

Area of the Structure

2400 Sq. Mtr

Cost of Structure

Rs.22.44 Lakhs

Subsidy Received

Rs. 11.22 lakhs

Net Cost

Rs. 11.22 lakhs (Rs. 466/sq. mtr)

Break even profit for Net Profit
(14% for Principal Recovery,
interest + 9% risk coverage)
Crops Cultivated under NVPTS

Rs. 3.70 lakhs /- per year (Rs. 154/ sq.
10%

Mtr)
Nursery

No of Crops per year

1

Sales per annum

Rs. 10.00 lakhs (10 lakhs nursery plants)

Cost per annum

Rs. 3.00 lakhs

Net Profit

Rs. 7.00 lakhs (Rs. 292/Sq. Mtr)

Profit Percentage to Net Investment

62

This successful farmer produces vegetable seedlings/ plugs and has made profits. He
has now leased out his premises to other farmer and has expanded the unit by another
1000 sq. mtrs. Field enquiries suggested that he had incurred a cost of Rs. 650/- per sq.
mtrs and there by saved a lot of money on structure.
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8. STANDARD UNIT – NVPTS – PRIVATE-2012- 13
Name of the farmer

Mr. Ashok Kumar Reddy

Address

Survey No. 41/5
Village: Gottamaaranahalli
Taluk: Anekal
District: Bengaluru Urban

Agro-Climatic Zone

Eastern Dry Zone

Farmer Category

General
Small Farmer- 3 acres

Source of Irrigation

Borewell

Farming Type

Floriculture

Benefit Availed under

Private-NVPTS 2012-13

Area of the Structure

5000 Sq. Mtr

Cost of Structure

Rs.20.00 Lakhs

Subsidy Received

Nil

Net Cost

Rs. 20 lakhs (Rs. 400/sq. mtr)

Break even profit for Net Profit
(14% for Principal Recovery,
interest + 9% risk coverage)
Crops Cultivated under NVPTS

Rs. 6.6 lakhs /- per year (Rs. 132/ sq. Mtr)
10%
Gerbera

No of Crops per year

1

Sales per annum

Rs. 30.00 lakhs (10 lakhs flowers)

Cost per annum

Rs. 18.00 lakhs

Net Profit

Rs. 12.00 lakhs (Rs. 240/Sq. Mtr)

Profit Percentage to Net Investment

60

This successful farmer got the polyhouse erected with second hand material at a cost
of Rs. 400/- per sq. mtr. He availed loan from private source and has repaid the loan
entirely in 2 year In the second year his crop cultivation costs reduced to Rs. 7.50
lakhs and his production increased to 12 lakh flowers and a gross income of Rs. 36
lakhs and a net profit of Rs. 28.50 lakhs. He has maintained the unit very well.
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9. STANDARD UNIT – NVPTS – PRIVATE-2012- 13
Name of the farmer

Mr. Srinivas BT

Address

Agro-Climatic Zone

Survey No. 3
Village: Bettahalli
Taluk: Hosakote
District: Bengaluru Urban
Eastern Dry Zone

Farmer Category

SC
Small Farmer- 2 acres

Source of Irrigation

Borewell

Farming Type

Capsicum

Benefit Availed under

Private-NVPTS 2012-13

Area of the Structure

4000 Sq. Mtr

Cost of Structure

Rs.24.00 Lakhs

Subsidy Received

Nil

Net Cost

Rs. 24 lakhs (Rs. 600/sq. mtr)

Break even profit for Net Profit
(14% for Principal Recovery,
interest + 9% risk coverage)
Crops Cultivated under NVPTS

Rs. 7.2 lakhs /- per year (Rs. 180/ sq. Mtr)
10%
Capsicum

No of Crops per year

1

Sales per annum

Rs. 15.00 lakhs (40 tons)

Cost per annum

Rs. 5.00 lakhs

Net Profit

Rs. 10.00 lakhs (Rs. 250/Sq. Mtr)

Profit Percentage to Net Investment

42

This farmer is from Scheduled Caste and has invested his own savings on the
polyhouse and has made reasonable profits in two seasons. He has raised a bank loan
of Rs. 30 lakhs for investing in polyhouse, crop cultivation costs, drilling of a
borewell, and a rain water harvest pond, all totaling to an investment of Rs. 35 lakhs.
The unit is maintained very well and most importantly, he is reporting high production
of up to 60 tons in capsicum crop per acre on an expenditure of Rs. 5.00 lakhs (cost of
cultivation is reasonable). His repayment record is decent with 3 out of 7 installments
repaid in time.
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10.STANDARD UNIT – NVPTS – PRIVATE-2012- 13
Name of the farmer

Mr. Chandrappa N

Address

Agro-Climatic Zone

Survey No. 20
Village: Masthenahalli
Taluk: Chintamani
District: Chikkaballapura
Eastern Dry Zone

Farmer Category

SC
Small Farmer- 2 acres

Source of Irrigation

Borewell

Farming Type

Capsicum

Benefit Availed under

Private-NVPTS 2012-13

Area of the Structure

1024 Sq. Mtr

Cost of Structure

Rs.6.14 Lakhs (Rs. 600/Sq. Mtr)

Subsidy Received

Nil

Net Cost

Rs. 6.14 lakhs (Rs. 600/sq. mtr)

Break even profit for Net Profit
(14% for Principal Recovery,
interest + 9% risk coverage)
Crops Cultivated under NVPTS

Rs. 2.02 lakhs /- per year (Rs. 198/ sq.
10%

Mtr)
Capsicum

No of Crops per year

1

Sales per annum

Rs. 3.80 lakhs (10.50 tons)

Cost per annum

Rs. 0.80 lakhs

Net Profit

Rs. 3.00 lakhs (Rs. 300/Sq. Mtr)

Profit Percentage to Net Investment

48

This is an initiative by a Scheduled Caste Farmer who has established a small
polyhouse with his own funds. He has demonstrated that he can get good yields of up
to 10.50 tons of capsicum (40 tons per acre), by adopting good management practices
and has managed to reap good profits. He has used second hand structure material.
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A few photographs of protected cultivation structures visited by IAT Team

Narayanaswamy Devanahalli, Poly House-4000 Smt. Sachi K.V. Raju-2000 sq. mtr Poly HouseNaduvanagere, Kanakapura- NHM-2012-13
sq. mtr- Private

Narayanaraje Urs- 2000 sq. mtr RKVY-2012-13Gejjarguppe, Magadi Taluk

Dayanand R.- Shadenet-1000 sq. Mtr,
Hariyabbe, Hiriyur Taluk, Chitradurga

Renukamma-Shadenet-1445 sq. Mtr
Chikkabbigere, Chitradurga Taluk

G. Mahendrappa-1000 sq. Mtr-NHM-2012-13
Poly House, Daginakatte Village, Channagiri
Taluk
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Naveen-2000 sq. Mtr-Poly House, Kaggalahalli Village, Devanahalli Taluk-RKVY-201213

Bheemashya 1008 sq. Mtr Shade house, Madiyal village
Aland Taluk, Kalburgi-2013-14 RKVY

Suresh, Gattahalli, Anekal Taluk, 1024 sq. Mtr. Poly House, 2012-13-RKVY

Lenchappa, Pattihala K.S. village, Bailahongala Taluk,
1000 sq. Mtr. Shade House-NHM -2012-13
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